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OVERVIEW

The Department of Pathology continues to be vigorous and strong, although the rapidly shifting features of the medical care environment present substantial new challenges. With the opening of new, off-site, ambulatory clinical facilities in the Fall, 1986, the developing arrangements to implement a Health Maintenance Organization, and the movement towards capitated payment for health care services, the Department is moving carefully toward completely new arrangements for delivery of laboratory services.

During the past year two major events in service activities of the Department have taken place: a relocation of all laboratories from the old Main Hospital into the new University Hospitals as well as consolidation of Special Limited Function Laboratories into the Central Pathology Laboratories. With regard to the former, in addition to relocation of the Laboratories described above, major segments of the Surgical Pathology and Cytopathology functions were relocated into the new University Hospitals. Consolidation into the Central Pathology Laboratories has chiefly included Laboratories previously supervised by the Department of Internal Medicine and the Department of Pediatrics and Communicable Diseases. This merger process was very smooth, thanks to the dedicated efforts by faculty in the Department of Pathology, the faculty from Internal Medicine and Pediatrics, as well as the ability of these groups to work for the good of the institution. There appears to be excellent acceptance of the new arrangements developed under the consolidation process, and the institution is achieving substantial financial savings as a result of these events. The relocation of a major part of Surgical Pathology to the new Hospitals facilities has resulted in a physical separation of our Surgical Pathology faculty and staff from those remaining in the Pathology Building. This disadvantage has been offset by the greatly increased interactions between Surgical Pathologists and other clinicians, especially as exemplified by Surgical Pathology Reading Room Number 1, in which all frozen sections are handled and is in direct proximity to the Operating Rooms. The increased space of the Clinical Laboratories and the excellent facilities have greatly enhanced the attractiveness of these Laboratories.

Research programs in the Department continue to be healthy, with several faculty members over the past year receiving new research grant awards. The health of the research activities is reflected in the appended data describing the research grant support. Renewed funding of the NIH Training Grant from the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute assures stable support for the postdoctoral program in Immunopathology for another five years. Dr. Wayne Marasco received the Dean's Medical Student Award for 1986, which is a great tribute both to the recipient as well as to the vigor of the Department's research enterprise. Douglas Feltner, having recently completed his second year of medical school, was selected as one of the Hughes Medical Student Scholars and will spend the next twelve months at the National Institutes of Health. Again, this is a tribute to Douglas, as well as to the research environment in the Department of Pathology.
In April, 1986, we moved into new research spaces on the seventh floor of the Medical Science Research Building I. The Pathology research programs in the new facility include an emphasis on leukocyte pathophysiology (Johnson, Ward and Till) and blend with the similar research activities of Pediatric faculty located on the same floor of the new building. Some of the space will also house the newly recruited faculty, such as Dr. Vishva Dixit, who arrived in July, 1986, from Washington University (St. Louis) and is engaged in molecular genetics research. At this time we are launching a major recruitment effort to identify individuals who have credentials in the area of molecular genetics and Pathology. In addition to Dr. Dixit, we anticipate the arrival of several new investigators within the next twelve months. It is our hope to be able to have a strong focus of research expertise in the molecular genetics area and that this will have strong positive impacts, both in the other research programs in the Department of Pathology, as well as in the diagnostic area of Surgical Pathology.

New developments in the teaching area include a restructuring of the approaches to the Second Year Pathology Laboratory Course, featuring "team teaching" in a variety of highly specialized areas of Pathology. This has increased the efficiency of the teaching laboratories and, we believe, has strengthened and improved Pathology teaching for Second Year Medical Students. This new academic year will be the last year of the Medical Technology Program, which will cease to exist in the Summer of 1987. This has been a strong and productive program that has had to give way to other priorities more directly linked to the research mission of the Department and the Medical School. With respect to the Pathology Residency Program, we have reluctantly terminated rotations of House Officers to the Hematopathology Service at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital (Ann Arbor). We appreciate the dedication of physicians at that institution to our Pathology Residents. As of July, 1986, we had commenced limited reciprocal rotations of our Residents and those at Beaumont Hospital (Royal Oak, Michigan), taking advantage of some of the unique educational opportunities at both institutions. Within twelve months we will carefully assess this exchange program in order to determine if it should be modified.

At the present time we are proceeding ahead with the M-Labs Program, developing marketing, courier and other services necessary for the program. M-Labs represents one component of our strategy as we become involved in offsite service activities. We anticipate that this program will facilitate the growth of both Anatomic and Clinical Pathology Services as we strive to increase the business of our laboratories by the capture of business beyond the walls of the Medical Center. This is consistent with the rapidly changing focus of health care activities from the in-patient to the ambulatory setting and thus will also permit us to make available to the general public some of our highly specialized and unique diagnostic services.

[Signature]

Peter A. Ward, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
23 July 1986
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ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Surgical Pathology Services - 23 weeks.
   B. Necropsy Service - on call.
   C. Pathologist, Cardiac Transplant Team.
   D. Consultant for Gastrointestinal Pathology.
   E. Consultant for Cardiovascular Pathology.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Freshman Medical Class:
      1. ICS 500, Sequence Coordinator and Lecturer, "Basic Concepts of Disease" - 20 contact hours.
      2. Histology 501, Clinical Correlations - two contact hours.
   B. Sophomore Medical Class:
      1. ICS 600, Clinico-Pathologic Conferences - nine contact hours.
      2. Pathology 600, Lecture, nine contact hours.
   C. Graduate School/Dental School/College of LS&A:
      1. Pathology 630, Course Co-Director and Lecturer - 22 contact hours.
      2. Pathology 631, Course Co-Director.
      3. Biology 262, Lecturer - two contact hours.
   D. Hospital:
      1. Cardiovascular Pathology Conference - monthly.
      2. Gastrointestinal Surgical Pathology Conference - monthly.
      3. Internal Medicine CPC - monthly.
      5. Gynecologic Pathology, Non-Oncologic - monthly.
   E. House Officers:
      1. Training in Surgical and Necropsy Pathology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

   A. Pharmacologic studies on ischemic heart (B.R. Lucchesi, Principal Investigator).

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

   A. Pathogenesis and modification of myocardial infarction (with B. R. Lucchesi et al.).
B. Recovery from myocardial infarction - Anatomic and functional aspects (with K. Gallagher et. al.).
C. Histopathologic aspects of coronary angioplasty (with W. O'Neil et. al.).
D. Toxicity of mitometh (with D.E. Schteingart).
E. Nephrotoxicity of chemotherapeutic and antibiotic agents (with V. Schweitzer, H.F.H.).

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director of Surgical Pathology.
B. Member - Medical Service Plan Executive Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Member, Academic Affairs Council, Medical School.
B. Member, Ethics Committee, Hospital.
C. Member, Artwork Committee, Hospital.
D. Member, Standing Committee for Investigation of Misconduct in Research, Medical School.
E. Member, Inteflex Policy Committee, Medical School.
F. Member, Historical Collections Committee, Medical School.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Member, Membership Committee, Gastrointestinal Pathology Club.
B. Member, Expert Panel, Performance Improvement Program, CAP.
C. Deputy Medical Examiner, Washtenaw County.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


   Chapter 1. General Concepts of Disease - Health vs. Disease.
   Chapter 2. Heredity, Environment, and Disease.
   Chapter 3. Cellular Injury and Death.
   Chapter 4. Response of the Body to Injury. Inflammation and Repair.
   Chapter 5. Response of the Body to Immunologic Challenge.
   Chapter 6. Response of the body to Infectious Disease.
   Chapter 7. Disturbances of Circulation.
   Chapter 8. Disturbances of Growth, Cellular Proliferation and Differentiation.

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Drug Analysis and Toxicology Laboratory.
B. Associate Director, Section of Biochemistry.
C. Consultant to Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
D. Consultant, MDS Laboratories.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. House Officers.
   1. Participant, Clinical Pathology Rounds.
   2. Lecturer, Clinical Pathology Didactic Lecture Series.
   3. Daily Sign-out and Interpretation of Laboratory Results.
B. Postgraduate Teaching.
   1. Planning Committee, Towsley Continuing Education Series in Clinical Chemistry and Immunology.
   2. Lectures on High Resolution Electrophoresis.
C. Medical Technology.
   1. Course Instructor, Medical Technology Program (Pathology 410). Areas include thyroid physiology, general endocrinology, RIA/immunochemical methods.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Co-Investigator: Smokeless Tobacco Research Council. "Significance of Immune Responses to Oral Carcinogens". D. Keren, Principal Investigator; (10% effort).

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

C. Lactate Production During Cardiac Manipulation Studies, with J. Nicklas and F. Morady. "Effect of programmed ventricular stimulation on


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director, Drug Analysis and Toxicology Laboratory.
B. Executive Committee, Department of Pathology.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Standardization of Procedures Committee.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Executive Committee, Michigan Section, American Association for Clinical Chemistry.
B. Education Committee, Michigan Section, American Association for Clinical Chemistry.
C. Chairman-Elect, American Association for Clinical Chemistry.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

Woo, T.Y. and Voorhees, J.J.: Topical application of isotretinoin gel
1986;122:534.
of magnesium sulfate on cardiac conduction and refractoriness in humans. J.
oxidant-mediated acute lung injury: Appearance in serum of lung-related LDH

ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS
PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

1. Clayton, L., Balogh, L.S., Matz, K., Patel, J., Annesley, T.M. and
Giacherio, D.A.: HPLC analysis of cyclosporine utilizing minibore column and
reduced specimen requirement. Proc. First AACC Mich. Section Res. Exposi-
tion, Detroit, Michigan, 1985.
concentration related distribution of cyclosporine in blood. Proc. First
lipoprotein assays performed by a turbidometric method on the Cobas-Bio
comparison study of serum digoxin levels in four immunoassay methods. J.
5. Clayton, L., Annesley, T.M., Matz, K., Balogh, L., Patel, J. and Giacherio,
D.: HPLC analysis of cyclosporine utilizing minibore column and reduced
factor with the Roche Isomune CK procedure for the quantitation of creatine
HENRY D. APPelman, M.D.
Professor of Pathology
Department of Pathology

Annual Departmental Report
1 July 1985 - 30 June 1986

I. Clinical Activities:

A. General surgical pathology - seven months.
B. Gastrointestinal and hepatic pathology consultation services - full
time.
C. Pediatric surgical pathology - two weeks.

II. Teaching Activities:

Medical School/Hospitals:

A. Medical Students:
   1. Pathology 600, eight full class lectures.
   2. Senior medical student electives, seven months instruction in
      surgical pathology in the reading rooms.
   3. Senior medical student elective in pathology rotation, supervisor
      one month.
B. House Officers:
   1. Surgical Pathology Conference, one hour per week.
   2. Autopsy service tutoring, five to six weekends and gross autopsy
      conference, approximately three and one-half months, twice a week.
   3. Surgical pathology diagnosing room instruction for assigned house
      officer, seven months.
   4. Gastrointestinal and hepatic pathology tutoring, full time.
   5. Mentor for three fourth-year house officers in gastrointestinal
      and liver pathology subspecialty, three months total.
C. Interdepartmental:
   1. Medical Gastrointestinal Pathology Conference, one and one-half
      hours weekly.

III. Research Activities:

Sponsored Support: None.

Projects Under Study:

A. Lymphomas of the gastrointestinal tract, with S. Hirsch, B. Schnitzer
   and W. Coon.
B. The significance of granulomas in Crohn's disease, with N.B. Kumar and
   J.A.P. Wilson.
C. The effects of hyperalimentation on the infantile liver, with K.P.
   Heidelberger and members of the Division of Pediatric Surgery.
D. Inflammatory fibroid polyps of the gastrointestinal tract, with David
   Sadler.
E. The rectal biopsy diagnosis of acute self-limited colitis and its distinction from first attack chronic ulcerative colitis with N. B. Kumar and T. T. Nostrand.
F. Appendiceal epithelial neoplasia.
G. The effects of prostaglandins on collagen deposition in livers of rats fed a cirrhogenic diet, with and without ethanol, with K. S. Henley and investigators from the Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
H. Peptic-associated gastritis and duodenitis with Grace Elta, results submitted for publication.
I. Gastric mucosal changes in patient with hepatic arterial chemotherapy pumps with J. Rossett, T. Nostrand and G. Abrams.
J. The anatomy of the gastroenteric anastomosis with M. Blaivas.
K. Cell markers in gastrointestinal stromal tumors with A. Pike and R. Lloyd.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Chairman, Advisory Committee on Appointments, Promotions and Titles.
B. Member, Executive Committee for Residency Training Program.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Member, Cancer Work Group, University Hospital.
B. Member, Surgical and Procedural Case Review Committee, University Hospital.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Member, Program Committee, Michigan Society of Pathologists.
B. Reviewer of papers for Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine and Laboratory Investigation.
C. Book reviewer, Gastroenterology.
D. Chairman, Publications Committee and Member, Executive Committee, Gastrointestinal Pathology Club.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

1. Visiting Professor, Department of Pathology, The Johns Hopkins University Medical School. Lectures on, "Smooth Muscle Tumors of the Gastrointestinal Tract" and "Gastric Polyp and Fold Enlargement", February 5-6, 1986.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFERRED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFERRED JOURNALS:

BARBARA A. BARNES, MT(ASCP) SB3
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Coordinate quality assurance activities in Blood Bank Laboratory.
B. Coordinate training of Blood Bank Laboratory staff.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. House Officers
2. Blood Bank Laboratory and Seminar Course for house officers, a nine session tutorial given twice.

B. Medical Technology Students.
1. Pathology 418, Introduction to Blood Transfusion. This course, is composed of twelve lectures given once, eight two-hour conference sessions held twice, and eight three-hour laboratory sessions held twice.
2. Directed Pathology 449. This course, which includes structured class assignments and clinical paracticum, was repeated for five groups of students. With the advice and consent of Blood Bank Medical Directors, supervisors and administrative technologists, identified staff technologists willing and able to serve as clinical preceptors, provided objectives and discussed their implementation with the clinical preceptors on an ongoing basis.
3. Pathology 308, Introduction to Immunohematology. This course consists of fourteen lectures given once and fourteen three-hour laboratory sessions taught twice.

4. Lectured in Pathology 410.

C. Blood Bank Staff.
1. Coordinate and present at weekly Continuing Education Conference.
2. Instruct and supervise new employees in clinical laboratory.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT: None.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Workshop for physicians and physician office assistants.
IV. **ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:**

**DEPARTMENTAL:**

A. As a member of the Medical Technology Admissions Committee, make and implement policies, interview and evaluate applicants, and make recommendations for acceptance.
B. Chair subcommittee to revise classification descriptions.

**MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:**

A. Participated in various committees responsible for communication and technical advice to the hospital Blood Bank.
B. Conducted individual courses of instruction for each of two new employees of the hospital Blood Bank.
C. Drafted and implemented a weekly schedule of in-service education for Blood Bank staff.
D. Designed and presented a preconference workshop at Towsley Center, June, 1986.
E. Survey Potential Blood Donors in the Medical Center.

**REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:**

A. Inspector for the Inspection and Accreditation Program of the American Association of Blood Banks.
B. Immunology-Immunohematology Scientific Assembly Chairperson, Michigan Society for Medical Technology.
C. Michigan Society for Medical Technology, Awards Committee.
E. Michigan Technology Educators, Curriculum Task Force.

V. **OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:**

**INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:**

1. Current Topics in Blood Banking Program, Department of Postgraduate Medicine, June, 1986.
   a. Workshop Director, "Quality Assurance".
   b. Session presentation, "Dynamic Staffing.
2. Lecture to Medical Technology Class, Eastern Michigan University.
3. Laboratory Professionals Spring Meeting.
   a. Presenter at Pre-convention Futures Workshop.
   b. Judge, Advance medical research center poster competition.
   c. Immunohematology review session.

**VI. PUBLICATIONS:**

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Diagnostic Electron Microscopy Unit, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
B. Cytopathology, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
C. Coordinator of Decentralized Hospital Computer Program Laboratory Service, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
D. Fine Needle Aspiration, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
E. Surgical/Autopsy Pathology, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
F. Tumor Board, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
G. Deputy Washtenaw County Medical Examiner.
H. Consultant, Diagnostic electron microscopy.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Pathology House Officer monthly elective: Diagnostic Electron Microscopy, eleven months.
B. Diagnostic Electron Microscopy Case Conference, bi-weekly.
C. Pathology House Officers, fine needle aspiration technique and interpretation.
D. Medical School Student Summer Research Project.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Immunologically Active Cell Populations in First Set Liver Transplants, VAMC Merit Review ($81,300 annual) 1985-88, Principal Investigator.
B. Adjuvant Chemotherapy in Laryngeal Cancer (G. Wolf, Principal Investigator), Co-Investigator.
C. Pharmacologic Modification of Vascular Graft Patency (J. Cronenwett, Principal Investigator), Co-Investigator.
D. VA Cooperative Study #268. A New Strategy to Preserve the Larynx in the Treatment of Advanced Laryngeal Cancer, Co-Investigator.
E. Marijuana-Bronchoscopy Project (Fligiel/Gong/Tashkin).

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Clinical relevance of ultrastructural characteristics of small cell carcinoma of lung, with R. Green, A. Forastiere.
B. Role of plastic embedded cell-blocks and electron microscopy in fine needle aspiration.
D. Morphometric analysis of cells and tissue using scanning light microscopy.
E. Automatic scanning light microscopy in morphometric analysis of immunologically labeled cells.
F. Surface markers for antigen localization in scanning and transmission electron microscopy.
G. Ultrastructural localization of viral development in cells using cDNA, with R. Wolber.
H. Stimulation of alveolar macrophages, with J. Hasday.
I. Stimulation of the differentiation of embryonic pneumocytes, with R. Viscardi.
J. Bacteremia from indwelling catheters, with J. Gilsdorf.
K. Mechanism of reactive hyperemia in coronary arteries following angioplasty induced injury, with E. Bates.
L. Growth of cells on microcarriers, with J. Varani.
M. Transbronchial fine needle aspiration in the delineation of pulmonary neoplasms, with J. Hammersley.
N. Characterization of procoagulant activity in urine and kidneys of rabbits with nephrotoxic nephritis, with R. Wiggins.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Electron Microscopy Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Tissue Committee, chair, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
B. Electron Microscopy Committee, chair, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
C. Human and Financial Resources Committee, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
D. Medical Records Review Committee, Veterans Administration Medical Center.
E. Implementation and Evaluation Subcommittee of the Computer Services Committee.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

B. Practice of Pathology Committee, Michigan Society of Pathologists.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

1. Aspiration Biopsy Cytology of Intrathoracic Lesions, American Society of Cytology, with B. Naylor.
VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFERRED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

MILA BLAIVAS, M.D., PH.D.
ASSISTANT CLINICAL PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Over 100 muscle biopsies and over 30 nerve biopsies done.
   B. Three months in Autopsy Service with and without a resident.
   C. Two months at Central Michigan General Hospital in Mt. Pleasant.
   D. Regular visits to the Chelsea Community Hospital Laboratory.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Taught residents in pathology, neurology and rheumatology on muscle and nerve biopsies.
   B. Taught pathology residents how to perform and read out autopsies.
   C. Lectured on muscle and nerve pathology to residents in pathology and neurology, and at the neuropathology evening course.
   D. Monthly conferences on nerve and muscle cases with neurology and rheumatology departments.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
   A. Morphology and biochemistry of human pineal gland.
   B. Methodology of muscle histochemistry and nerve morphometry.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:
   A. Set up of nerve teasing on a routine basis.
   B. Improved muscle histochemistry.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:
   A. Regular visits to Chelsea MDS lab.
   B. Visits to Harrison Hospital MDS lab.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:
   A. Attended a course on neuropathology (mostly muscle and nerve pathology) at AFIP for one week.
   B. Attended a course on peripheral neuropathology sponsored by the Mayo Clinic for one week.
I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Clinical Laboratories Engineering Support, instrumentation and automated analytical equipment.
   1. Design.
   2. Modifications implementation.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Instrumentation Lecture Series, Medical Technology Program.
B. Lecturer, Technicon Seminar, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
C. Lecturer, Conference on Current Topics in Clinical Chemistry and Immunology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Special device for centrifugal preparation of sweat chloride for direct analysis by Beckman Astra.
B. Reconfiguration of K+ ISE on Technicon SMAC II for improved sensitivity and flow characteristics.
C. Development of an airborne Emergency Analysis System.
D. Mechanization of ELISA techniques with moving film technology.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Assistant Director, Clinical Laboratories.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Program Coordinator: Design and renovation of 2nd level Laboratories (Hematology and Chemical Pathology).

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Advisor, Technicon RA1000 System Development.
B. Advisor, Macomb Instrument Development Division.

VI. PUBLICATIONS: None.
I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Oral Pathology Biopsy Service, Dental School.
B. Consultant in Oral Pathology for Veterans Administration Hospital.
C. Consultant in Dentistry for patients with head and neck malignancies, The University of Michigan Hospitals.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

GRADUATE DENTISTRY:

A. Oral Pathology 690, Seminar on current cases stressing clinical - microscopic characteristics (Fall and Winter terms), one credit hour each term.
B. Oral Pathology 691, Seminar on diseases which affect the dental pulp and periapical tissues (Fall term - two sections), one hour credit.
C. Oral Pathology 694, Lectures on head and neck pathology (Fall term), two hours credit.
D. Oral Pathology 697, Seminar on diseases which involve the periodontium (Fall term), one hour credit.
E. Oral Pathology 698, Advanced seminar for graduate students in oral pathology (Fall and Winter terms), two hours each term.

D.D.S. PROGRAM:

A. Pathology 631, Microscopic general pathology for sophomore dental students (Fall term), three hours credit.
B. Oral Pathology 816 and 818, Lectures and discussions on oral pathology for senior dental students (Fall and Winter terms), one hour each term.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Odontogenic tumors and oral malignancies.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DENTAL SCHOOL:

A. Chairman, Department of Oral Pathology.
B. Departmental Chairmen Committee.
C. Graduate Studies Committee.
D. Member of several Master's degree thesis committees.
MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Hospital Dentistry Department.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Director, American Board of Oral Pathology.
B. Past President, American Academy of Oral Pathology.
C. Editorial Board, Journal of Dental Research.
D. Consultant to the American Dental Association on graduate oral path-
   ology programs.
E. Consultant to the American Dental Association on Hospital Dentistry
   programs.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES AND SEMINARS:

5. "Soft Tissue Premalignant and Malignant Lesions in the Head and Neck
   Region", Seoul National University School of Dentistry, Senior Class, Seoul, South Korea, May, 1985.
6. "Oral Manifestations of Systemic Diseases", Korean Public Health and Hospi-
   tal Administrators, Seoul, South Korea, May, 1985.
7. "Odontogenic Cysts and Tumors", Chosen University School of Dentistry, Junior and Senior Classes, Kwanju, South Korea, May, 1985.
8. "Problems with Oral Ulcerations and Vesiculo-Bullous Disease", Kyungpook
   University School of Dentistry, Daegu, South Korea, May, 1985.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

   Preparation.

BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

1. Han, S.S., Courtney, R.M. and Morawa, A.P.: Aging of dental pulp, in,
ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

CONSTANCE J. D'AMATO, B.S.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NEUROBIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Work daily with house officers and staff in Pathology and other departments in their gross and microscopic examination and diagnosis of brains at the autopsy and from autopsies at University Hospital.
B. Attend and participate in the removal of brains from all autopsies at University Hospital.
C. Work in a similar way with the people in "A" on autopsy brain material sent for consultative study from University-associated hospitals, other hospitals, and institutions.
D. Plan and participate in weekly Brain Cutting Conference with house officers, students and staff, for diagnosis and demonstrations of diagnostic methods, and teaching, using selected cases in A and B.
E. Plan and participate in monthly Brain Cutting Conference for Neurology, Neurosurgery, and Neuroradiology Departments.
F. Continuous review of quality control of diagnostic techniques, autopsy and surgical neuropathology, and search for improved and new methods.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Neural and Behavioral Sciences 600 (NBS 600), Neuropathology for second year medical students, 20 hours, lectures and brain cutting sessions. Sequence leader for NBS 600, Neuropathology; responsible for implementing general plan of course, selection of much of the teaching material, coordination and integration of the lectures and brain cutting sessions of the course with other instructors.
B. Neuropathology for Pathology house officers. This exercise is integrated with Clinical Activities A, C, D, and E.
C. Neuropathology 858. Intensive laboratory-lecture course for house officers in Pathology, and in the several clinical services concerned with the nervous system, graduate students, and faculty. Annual, 16 - 18 hours. One credit hour elective.
D. Neuropathology for house officers from the several clinical services concerned with the nervous system, and senior medical students who take an elective rotation in Neuropathology.
E. Teach laboratory techniques and basic neuroanatomy and neuropathology to our laboratory technologists.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. USPHS Grant NS 19825-01, "Recovery or Malformation After Fetal Injury."
B. USPHS application, "The Role of Glutamate in Alzheimer's Disease", (5% Effort, with Anne Young and John Penney, Dept. of Neurology) pending as of July, 1986.
PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Work continued under USPHS grant: 1) immunocytochemical studies of constituents of the basal lamina of the cephalic neural tube in a mutant rat in which the basal lamina alterations lead to prenatal aqueduct stenosis and hydrocephalus. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy of neuroepithelium and facial abnormalities in these mutant fetuses are being done. 2) studies of the product of superoxide anion by fetal rat brain macrophages which form in response to cell-killing by radiation of large numbers of primitive cells in the fetus. Whether these macrophages, spewing oxygen radicals, add to the damage done by the radiation remains to be determined. 3) development of the capacity of astrocytes to undergo gliosis (hypertrophy, multiplication and exuberant growth of fibers) in response to injury. 4) roles of astrocytes in the normal development of Purkinje and granule cell neurons in the cerebellum and the effects of radiation on this relationship between developing astrocytes and neurons. Immunocytochemical methods and electron and light microscopy are being used.

B. The pathologic examination of human autopsy brains from patients with clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer's, Huntington's, Pick's and other dementing diseases is being done in collaboration with Drs. A.B. Young and J.B. Penney, who are examining the brains biochemically. The clinical diagnoses need to be confirmed by pathologic diagnosis.

C. Growth, spread and antigenicity of ENU-induced gliomas in rats, in collaboration with Paul E. McKeever, M.D., Ph.D. and Terry Hood, M.D., (Neurosurgery Department).

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Anatomic Pathology Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Neural and Behavioral Sciences Curriculum Committee (Medical School).
B. Neural and Behavioral Sciences Examinations Committee.
C. Preprofessional Counselor, premedical and health-related students.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Reviewer of research grant applications for National Science Foundation Neurobiology Program.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES: None.
VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES: None.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Graduate School:
   2. Instructor and Course Coordinator, EIH 646, Advanced Topics in Toxicology.
   3. Instructor, EIH 610, Research in Toxicology.
B. Co-Chair, Doctoral Committee and Research Mentor, Environmental and Industrial Health, School of Public Health.
C. Postgraduate Seminar, Department of Pathology, Medical College of Ohio, Toledo, Ohio.
D. Faculty Member, Boston University-MIT Postgraduate Course in Toxicologic Pathology, Boston, Massachusetts.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

My research activities are focused in three areas:
A. Quantitative morphologic and biochemical correlates of subcellular organelle injury:
   1. Quantitative microscopic changes within rat hepatocytes during the induction of hypofunctional endoplasmic reticulum membranes.
   2. Changes in fatty acid composition of phospholipids from the endoplasmic reticulum membranes elicited by progesterone.
   3. Studies on the stereology of the bile canaliculus and mechanisms of cholestasis induced by oral contraceptives and nutritionally inadequate diets.
B. Mechanisms of toxicity, carcinogenesis and mutagenesis of antineoplastic agents.
   1. Induction of mammary gland neoplasia in rats with fluorophenyl amino dimethyl pyrazoles.
   2. Mutagenic, clastogenic and carcinogenic effects of arizidinylbenzoquinones in genotoxicity assays and the Strain A mouse lung adenoma bioassay.
C. Comprehensive toxicity and safety evaluation of new pharmacologic agents in order to establish potential health effects.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Consultant to Drs. Ward and Johnson in quantitative microscopy.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Scientific Consultant, Bundesgesundheitsamt (Ministry of Health) Federal Republic of Germany.
B. Official Expert in Pharmacology and Toxicology, Ministry of Health of France.
C. Consultant, National Institutes of Health, (NCI).
D. Member, Pharmacology-Morphology Scientific Advisory and Fellowship Program Committee, Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association Foundation.
E. External Consultant, Medical Research Council of Canada.
F. Past-President, Michigan Chapter, Society of Toxicology.
G. Member, Environmental Health Sciences Review Committee, NIEHS.
H. Member, Research Review Committee, Michigan Eye Bank and Transplantation Center.
I. Member, Research Review Committee, Arizona State Department of Health.
J. President-Elect, Society of Toxicologic Pathologists.
K. Consultant, Image Analysis Center, Medical College of Ohio.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Member, Editorial Board, Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology.
B. Editorial Advisory Board, CRC Press.
C. Member, Editorial Board, Drug Metabolism Reviews.
D. Editor, Toxicologic Pathology.
E. Member, Editorial Board, Toxicology.

V. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

BARRY G. ENGLAND, PH.D.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Ligand Assay Laboratory.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Pathology house officers laboratory rotation.
B. Medical Technology Student laboratory rotation.
C. Medical Technology Student mini-course (two weeks) on radioimmunoassay techniques.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

B. USPHSA (NIAMDD) AM20572, Michigan Diabetes Research and Training Center; Director, Ligand Assay Core Facility, $117,000/yr, 1983-1988.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

B. Examination of circulating levels of estradiol and estrone following buccal administration of estradiol-17B, B.G. England.
C. A sensitive and specific HPLC assay methodology for the catecholamines and leukotrienes, B.G. England and S. Grauds.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director, Ligand Assay Laboratory.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Director, Ligand Assay Core Facility, Diabetes Research and Training Center.
B. Co-Director, Standards and Reagents Core Facility, Reproductive Endocrinology Center.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

1. Participant in a National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes, and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, Site Visit of the Diabetes Endocrinology Research Center at the Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, July 24-26, 1985.


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Autopsy service.
B. Occasional surgical pathology interpretation.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Course Director, Pathology 600.
B. Coordinator, Senior Medical Student Clerkships.
C. Sequence Coordinator and Lecturer, Sophomore Medical Students (ICS-600), Immunopathology.
D. Pulmonary Pathology Conference (monthly to Pulmonary Division, Internal Medicine).
E. Lecturer, Continuing Medical Education: Emergency Medicine.
F. Lecturer, Microbiology and Immunology 624.
G. Lecturer, Immunobiology 414.
H. Lecturer, Medical Student Research Forum.
I. Lecturer, Department of Surgery: Transplantation Seminar.
J. Lecturer, Division of Cardiology: Research Seminar.
K. Preceptor, Undergraduate and Medical Student Research.
L. Graduate Student Ph.D. Thesis Committee (#2).

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Regulation of phagocytic cell-mediated tissue injury.
B. Mechanisms of oxygen metabolite-mediated tissue injury.

SPONSORED SUPPORT:


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director, Educational Activities.
B. Interview resident applicants.
MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Medical Student Advisor (3rd and 4th years).
B. ICS, Executive Committee.
C. Associate Director of Sophomore Medical Student ICS Course (ICS-600-601).
D. Basic Science Phase Committee.
E. Medical Student Basic Science Academic Review Board.
F. Medical Student Clinical Academic Review Board.
G. Graduate Students (two) Ph.D. Thesis Committee.
H. Basic Science Phase Committee Retreat; Medical Education, March, 1986.
I. Medical School Retreat on Education, June, 1986.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. NIH Site Visit: Program Project: Endothelium as a Regulatory Interphase, University of Massachusetts, 1986.
B. Reviewer, Medical Research Council of Canada Research Grants.
C. Reviewer, Veteran's Administration Research Grants.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:
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VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

1. Mitsos, J.E., Askew, T.E., Fantone, J.C., Kunkel, S.L. and Lucchesi, B.: Protective effects of N-2-mercaptopyropropionyl glycine against myocardial


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Surgical Pathology Rotation, August (2/4), November (2/4), December (2/4), May (2/4), June (2/4).
B. Cytopathology Rotation: July (2/4), October (2/4).
C. Hematopathology Consultations, June (3/4).

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Pathology 600; Laboratory Instructor.
B. Pathology Lectures:
   1. Pulmonary Inflammation I.
   2. Pulmonary Inflammation II.
C. Group Leader: M4 student elective, April, 1986.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Pathology Consultant, Morphologic Studies of Diffuse Interstitial Lung Diseases, A Multi-institution Project, Reuben M. Cherniak, M.D., National Jewish Hospital, Program Director.
B. Pathology Consultant, A Comparative Study Using Conventional Radiography, Conventional Tomography, Computed Tomography, and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Gary N. Glazer, M.D., Principal Investigator.
C. Flow Cytometric Analysis of DNA Content of Basal Cell Carcinomas, J. Philip McCoy, Ph.D., Principal Investigator.
D. Pathology Consultant, Prospective Investigation of Pulmonary Embolism Diagnosis, John G. Weg, M.D., Principal Investigator.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

B. Grant Application (86-1603-JL) pending: Prediction of tumor radiation response by oncogene expression (M. Sklar, Principal Investigator), A. Flint, Co-Investigator.
D. DNA quantitation by image analysis: A comparison of ovarian neoplasms of borderline malignancy and outspoken malignancy.
E. Roundness of prostatic carcinoma nuclei and their DNA content: Is there a correlation between nuclear roundness and DNA content?
F. Histiocytosis X: Immunochemical characterization.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Member, Residency Candidate Selection Committee.
B. Coordinator, Senior staff service rotations.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

5. Visiting Professor, Department of Pathology, Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia, 1986. Lecture Title: (1) Diagnostic Problems in Pulmonary Pathology I; (2) Diagnostic Problems in Pulmonary Pathology II.
6. Pulmonary Pathology Didactic Seminars - Department of Pathology, University of Michigan, 1985, 1986.
7. The Eosinophilic Pneumonias, Seminar, Division of Pulmonary Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, University of Michigan, 1986.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. RHP Activation Director for the Department of Pathology.
B. Director, Pathology Data Systems.
   1. Supervised all PDS activation activities including the move of the Medlab system to the AGH, the installation of the new VAX computer, and the implementation of Pathology on the Local Area Network.
   2. Planning for a phased upgrade of the laboratory information system.
C. Director, Phlebotomy Services/Central Distribution.
D. Associate Director, Blood Bank.
   1. Planning for a hospital-based blood donor program.
   2. Staff physician back-up.
E. Autopsy Service (two months).

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Program Director of the Fourth Annual Clinical Laboratory Computer Symposium, Towsley Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan, June, 1986.
C. Projects under study.
   1. The development of an on-line computer conference in the field of laboratory computers as a model for continuing medical education in the future. A grant for seed money for the project has been requested from the Information Technology Division, University of Michigan.
   2. The use of an on-line computer conference as a communications system for House Officers in the University of Michigan Hospitals.
   3. Introduction of computerized bibliographic searches into the medical school curriculum and post-graduate medical education programs at the University of Michigan Medical Center.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Development of an organizational model for information systems in hospitals.
B. Development of hospital policies regulating access and control of clinical databases in hospitals.
IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Microcomputer Steering Committee (Chairman).
B. Director of the capital campaign program for the Department of Pathology.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Medical Record Work Group (Chairman).
B. Medical Informatics Task Force (Chairman).
C. Physicians' Liaison Council (Chairman).
D. Hospital Quality Assurance Committee.
E. Hospital Quality Control Steering Committee.
F. Medical School Grievance Board.
G. Hospital Information Systems Advisory Committee.
H. Ad hoc Committee on Computers in the Medical School Curriculum.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES AND SEMINARS:

2. Control and access of data in a multipurpose hospital database. A panel discussion at the Ninth Annual Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care, November, 1985.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

1. Friedman, B.A.: Some personal observations on differing goals and objectives in the planning of hospital information systems. Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Symposium on Computer Applications in Medical Care, 1985;405-409.

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN UNREFERRED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Director, General Chemistry Laboratory.
   B. Daily sign-out and interpretation of electrophoresis results.
   C. Implementation of tests from the consolidation of Special Function Labs.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

   MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL
   A. Pathology House Officers:
      1. Participant, Clinical Pathology Rounds.
      2. Lecturer, Clinical Pathology Didactic Lecture Series.
      3. Review daily sign-out and interpretation of electrophoresis results.
      4. Review of selected topics in Clinical Chemistry.
   B. Medical Technology:
      1. Lecturer, Path 410, 3 hours on steroid chemistry.
      2. Three contact hours per week during lab rotation on electrophoresis and centrifugal analyzers.
      3. Program Director, Continuing Education Series for Medical Technologists (biweekly).

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

   SPONSORED SUPPORT:
   A. Co-Investigator (10% effort): Smokeless Tobacco Research Council Grant, "Significance of Immune Response to Mucosal Carcinogens".

   PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
   A. Immune responses to orally administered carcinogens in rats.
   B. Adaptation of assays to centrifugal analyzers.
      2. Enzymatic assays for urine oxalate and citrate on a centrifugal analyzer.
      3. Evaluation of plasma fructosamine as an indicator of blood glucose control in diabetics. Comparison with glycosylated hemoglobin.
      4. Adaptation of a coloimetric assay for beta-N-acetylglucosaminidase to a centrifugal analyzer.
C. Determination of CK-BB levels in the serum and CSF of anoxic neonates.
D. Cardiac risk factors.
   2. Establishment of normal ranges for apolipoproteins and HDL-subfractions. Comparison with a diabetic population (with D. Martin).
E. Improved HPLC assay of cyclosporine.
F. HPLC analysis of plasma and urine catecholamines.
G. Radioimmunoassay as a screening technique for the detection of anabolic steroids.
H. Evaluation of immunoassays for digoxin.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:
A. Director, General Chemistry Laboratory.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:
A. Coordinator, College of American Pathologists Clinical Chemistry Standards Assay Laboratory.
B. Program Committee, Michigan Section AACC.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Necropsy Service, six weeks.
B. Surgical Pathology, sixteen weeks.
C. Cytopathology, sporadic assignment to cover when regular staff is away.
D. Diagnostic EM, share nephropathology work with Dr. K. Johnson.
E. Consultation service for Uropathology.
F. Conduct monthly conference in Urologic Pathology with Urology Section.
G. Conduct monthly conference with Rheumatology Section.
H. Participate in weekly Renal Biopsy Conference with Dr. K. Johnson.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Lectures to Sophomore Pathology Class:
   2. Prostatic and penile lesions.
   3. Testicular lesions.
   4. Death certification and forensic pathology.
   5. Pathogenesis of highway injuries.
B. Instructor for Pathology 600 Laboratory Section.
C. Lecture to N223 Personal Health and Illness Course.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Collaborate with Urology Staff and General Surgery Staff on projects.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director of Necropsy Service.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Hospital Medical-Legal Committee.

UNIVERSITY:

A. Faculty Representative to Big Ten Intercollegiate Conference and National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).
B. Chairman, Big Ten Awareness Committee on Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Member; NCAA Drug Testing Committee.
B. Board of Directors, Physicians for Automotive Safety.
C. Board of Directors, Public Citizen, Inc. (Ralph Nader, initial Chairman and Founder).
D. Deputy Medical Examiner, County of Washtenaw.
E. Reviewer for Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES: None.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

I. **CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:** None.

II. **TEACHING ACTIVITIES:**

   **MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:**

   A. Planned, coordinated, and implemented Pathology 411, 431, and 441 lecture courses for Medical Technology students. Identified topics and scheduled guest lecturers. Carried sole responsibility for some topics and student exercises.

III. **RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:** None.

IV. **SERVICE ACTIVITIES:**

   **DEPARTMENTAL:**

   A. Administration of Medical Technology program.
      1. Direct teaching staff, coordinate curriculum.
      2. Act as problem-solver with teaching staff and students.
      3. Identify program and curriculum needs and directions.
      4. Plan and implement graduation picnic and laboratory staff party.

   B. Liaison with LSA and Medical School.
      1. Managed all student records.
      2. Maintain contact with LSA and Medical School faculty and staff involved with program and students.

   C. Public relations.
      1. Program publicity.
      2. Plan and implement Laboratory Week display in Hospital.

   D. Pathology Residency Training Program.
      1. Reviewed applications.
      2. Coordinated interview schedules.
      3. Developed scoring sheet for committee use.

   E. M-Labs.
      1. Participate in market planning, sales calls.
      2. Serve as Client Services Representative.

   **MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:**

   A. Participate in Hospital Allied Health Education Program Directors' meetings.

   B. Participate in Laboratory Communications Committee meetings.

   C. Co-developer and implementer of Blood Bank survey for Donor Room expanded program.
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Critique self-studies of other Medical Technology programs for the National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Science (NAACLS).

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Participate in biannual meetings of Michigan Medical Technology program directors.
B. Attend regional and national professional meetings.
C. Participate in variety of continuing education programs.

VI. PUBLICATIONS: None.
I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES: None.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

D.D.S. LEVEL:

A. Oral Pathology 625. Oral Pathology Laboratory (one credit). (Laboratory teaching two afternoons per week, with one hour of lecture one of those afternoons). (Winter term, sophomore year.)

B. Pathology 631. General Pathology Laboratory for Dental Students (three credits).

DENTAL HYGIENE:

A. Oral Pathology 293. General and Oral Pathology Lectures (two credits). (Course director and principal lecturer - 28 of 32 lectures.) (Winter term, junior year).

B. Oral Pathology 323. Clinical Oral Pathology Lectures (two credits). (Course director and principal lecturer - 16 out of 26 lectures). (Fall term; senior year).

GRADUATE LEVEL:

A. Oral Pathology 698. Graduate seminar in Oral Pathology (one credit). Histopathology seminar, two hours, participant.) (Fall and Winter term).

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:


B. Biomedical Research Committee, The University of Michigan Dental School - "In Vitro Synthetic Bone Matrix for Repair of Alveolar Bone Defects." (C.T. Hanks and R. Fonseca, Chairman of Oral Surgery, Co-Investigators). This is funding for a pilot project for a longer grant application to the N.I.H. 1983-1985.

C. Biomedical Research Committee, The University of Michigan, School of Dentistry--"Autoradiographic Study of Electromagnetic Stimulation of Cells in Culture", C.T. Hanks, Principal Investigator, 9/1/84 - 12/31/85.
D. Dental Research Institute, The University of Michigan. First year of an Associate's program between laboratories of Biomaterials (Robert Craig), Microbiology (Salam Syed), and Experimental Oral Pathology (C.T. Hanks). C.T. Hanks, Principal Investigator. C. Keall, Associate. Project entitled, "In Vitro Dentin-Culture Chamber for Study of Mammalian and Microbial Cells to Various Classes of Materials Used in Dentistry."

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Project on effects of electric fields on cells in culture. This is a continuation of the Research Committee funded project for 1985-1986. In this study we will emphasize the role of ion transport (especially Ca++) in the cell response. This project is in collaboration with Dr. Parkinson, Physics Department. Drs. Parkinson and Hanks submitted three grant applications to outside funding agencies in June, 1986, to further this research.

B. Project on the effect of piezo-polymers on proliferation of cells in culture. This project is in collaboration with Drs. J.K. Avery and E. Fukada of the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research, Wako, Saitama, Japan.

C. Second year of the DRI Associate's Program. Drs. Hanks, Craig and Syed submitted an NIH grant application in June, 1986, to further this research.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY AND DEPARTMENT OF ORAL PATHOLOGY:

A. Master's Degree Thesis Committee for Dr. Bjorn Stephenson, Department of Periodontics.
B. Master's Degree Thesis Committee for Ann Rathburn, Department of Biomaterials.
C. Master's Degree Thesis Committee for Dr. Sam Daniels, Department of Orthodontics.
D. Master's Degree Thesis Committee for Dr. Donald George, Department of Orthodontics.
E. Electron Microscope Facility Advisory Committee, School of Dentistry and Institute of Dental Research.
F. Animal Care Committee, School of Dentistry.
G. Strategic Planning Committee for School of Dentistry.
H. University Senate Assembly, University of Michigan.
I. SACUA Ad Hoc Committee on "University Programs".
J. University Committee for Use and Care of Animals, (Vice-Chairman), University of Michigan.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:

A. International Association for Dental Research.
B. American Academy of Oral Pathology.
C. American Association for Advancement of Science.
D. Omicron Kappa Upsilon.
E. Tissue Culture Association (Nation).
F. Michigan Biomedical Materials and Prosthetic Group.
G. New York Academy of Sciences.
H. Sigma Xi.

REVIEWER FOR JOURNALS:

A. Journal of Dental Research.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Clinical Dermatology.
B. Dermatopathology, private consultations.
C. Dermatopathology, MDS.
D. Dermatopathology, UMH.
E. Dermatopathology, tutorials.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Medical Students: (second year):
   1. Dermatopathology lectures.
B. Pathology and Dermatology House Officers:
   1. Dermatopathology.
C. Dermatology House Officers:
   1. Clinical Dermatology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Androgenetic alopecia.
B. Cutaneous ganglioneuromas.
C. Neurocristic melanomas.
D. Regressing atypical histiocytosis.
E. Cyclosporin and psoriasis.
F. Anti-melanoma mouse monoclonal antibodies for detection of lymph node metastases.
G. Retinoic acid and aging.
H. Articles submitted for publication:
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Pigmented Lesion Clinic.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Dermatopathology Unit.
B. Co-Director, Clinical Microbiology Laboratory.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Director, Annual Dermatopathology Symposium, The International Academy of Pathology.
B. Executive Board Member, The American Society of Dermatopathology.
C. Editorial Board, Archives of Dermatology.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES AND SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFERRED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Pediatric Surgical and Placental Pathology, daily, twelve months.
B. Pediatric Necropsies, daily, twelve months.
C. Pediatric Consultation Cases, daily, twelve months.
D. MDS Surgical Pathology, 1.5 months.
E. Adult Necropsy Service, 1.5 months.
F. Continued to organize and maintain the Michigan Cardiac Registry, twelve months.
G. Continued to direct and interpret the Lung Morphometric Program, twelve months.
H. Teratology Unit, Histology, as necessary, approximately 30 cases per year.
I. Children's Cancer Study Group, coordinate all pathological material and data necessary for all children registered in national tumor protocols.
J. Bone Consultation Cases, intermittent backup for Lee Weatherbee.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. M2: Pathology 600, three whole class lectures on Pediatric Pathology.
B. M4: Pediatric Surgical Pathology, twelve months, while they were on their pathology electives.
C. Supervised M4s on Pathology elective, one rotation (four weeks).
D. House Officers in Pathology, daily reading of pediatric surgicals, twelve months.
E. House Officers in Pathology, gross and microscopic supervision of most pediatric necropsies, twelve months and adult cases 1.5 month plus call weekends.
F. Surgical Pathology Conference, one hour/week, twelve months.
G. Gross Autopsy Conference, one hour/week, twelve months.
H. Supervised Pediatric Hematology Fellows (one) for AP elective period.
I. Conferences:
   1. Pediatric Cardiology Death Conference, monthly, all year.
   2. Pediatric Tumor Conference, twice monthly, all year.
   3. CPC/General Death Conference, approximately quarterly.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Multiphased, ongoing study with Pediatric cardiologists and Thoracic surgeons on effects of various congenital heart defects on the pulmonary vasculature.
B. Studies of regional variations in lung structure.
C. Compiling data base of morphometric characteristics of normal lungs at various ages.
PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Long-term study with Dr. Appelman and the Pediatric surgeons on the effects of hyperalimentation on the neonatal liver.
B. Continued detailed study of the lethal neonatal chondrodysplasias and their morphologic characterization. (See publications).
C. Histologic studies of myocardium in hypoplastic left heart syndrome.
D. Study with Drs. John Wesley and Michael DiPietro of various congenital lung masses in infancy and childhood. (See publications).
E. Study of embryological etiology of primitive CNS tumor causing congenital deformity, with Drs. Barr and Dorovini-Zis. (See publications).
G. Study of fetal/placental neuroblastoma, its causes and effects, with Drs. Barr and Sanders (see Abstracts).
H. Documentation of the validity of rectal suction biopsy in the diagnosis of Hirschprung's disease: A review of twelve years' experience (See publications).
I. Participant in 14 institution study of associated lethal defects in hypoplastic left heart syndrome.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Departmental ACAPT.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

B. Executive Committee for Mott/Women's/Holden Unit. Chairman, Pediatric Diagnostic Laboratories Review Committee.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Completed (March '86) three-year term as Councilor of the Society for Pediatric Pathology.
B. Member, American Board of Pathology Test Committee for Pediatric Pathology.
C. Member of the Education Committee of the Society for Pediatric Pathology, Subcommittee I, charged with the definition of a core curriculum for fellowship training in pediatric pathology.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Invited participant IAP Specialty Panel in Pediatric Pathology, March 10, 1986.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Microscopic examination of brains from University Hospital autopsies, and autopsy brains sent from other hospitals from patients suspected of having Alzheimer's, Huntington's or other dementing diseases.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Dual microscope study of autopsy brains with residents in Pathology and occasionally with staff in Pathology, and residents in other Departments.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. USPHS Grant NS 19825, "Recovery or Malformation after Fetal Injury, in collaboration with Thomas M. Annesley (consultant), Constance J. D'Amato (coinvestigator), Ricardo V. Lloyd (consultant), K. Sue O'Shea (coinvestigator, Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology), and James Varani (consultant).

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. The following areas of developmental neurobiology have been centers of interest this past year under USPHS NS19825. 1) Continued immunocytochemical studies of constituents of the basal lamina of the cephalic neural tube in a mutant rat in which the basal lamina alterations lead to prenatal aqueduct stenosis and hydrocephalus. Scanning and transmission electron microscopy of neuroepithelium and facial abnormalities in these mutant fetuses, and whole embryo and tissue culture of early stage fetuses are being done. 2) Continued studies of the production of superoxide anion by fetal rat brain macrophages which form in response to cell-killing by radiation of large numbers of primitive cells in the fetus. Whether these macrophages, spewing oxygen radicals, add to the damage done by the radiation remains to be determined. 3) The development of the capacity of astrocytes to undergo gliosis (hypertrophy, multiplication and exuberant growth of fibers) in response to injury. 4) Roles of astrocytes in the normal development of Purkinje and granule cell neurons in the cerebellum and the effects of radiation on this relationship between developing astrocytes and neurons. Immunocytochemical methods and electron and light microscopy are being used.
B. Examine neuropathologically the autopsy brains from patients with Alzheimer's, Huntington's and other dementias, which brains are being simultaneously studied biochemically in a project conducted by Anne B. Young and John B. Penney, Department of Neurology.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

A. Help plan work in I, II, III.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Neural and Behavior Sciences Curriculum Committee (Medical School).

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Occasionally review grant applications, manuscripts, other documents.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

None.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Cytometry Laboratory.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

   MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:
   A. Lectures: Senior Medical Students: Automated Cytology - Clinical and Research Applications.
   B. Faculty Advisor: Undergraduate Senior Honors Projects.
   D. Faculty Advisor: Residents' Research Projects (Departments of Allergy, Otolaryngology, Pathology and Surgery).
   E. Faculty Advisor: Biomedical Engineering Program.
   F. Faculty Advisor: College Work-Study Program.
   G. Faculty Advisor: Postdoctoral Fellows.

   OTHER:
   A. Faculty Advisor: Senior Honors Projects, Kalamazoo College.
   B. Faculty Advisor: High School Student Science Fair Projects.

   INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

   SPONSORED SUPPORT:
   A. Cytometry Research and Development Project, EPICS Division, Coulter Corporation (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Principal Investigator; P.A. Ward, M.D., Co-Investigator), 1 July 1984 - Present.
   B. Immune Responses in Head and Neck Cancer Patients, Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan, (G.T. Wolf, M.D. Principal Investigator; J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Consultant), 1 July 1984 - Present.
   C. Flow Cytometric Immunotoxicology Profile Development, The Procter and Gamble Company, Postdoctoral Research Fellowship, (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Faculty Administrator), to be initiated 1 July 1986.
E. Cellular Effects of Tricyclic Nucleotides, National Cancer Institute and the American Cancer Society, (L.L. Wotring, Ph.D., Principal Investigator, J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Consultant), 1 July 1984 - Present.
F. Automated Image Analysis Development Project, Coulter Corporation, (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Principal Investigator), 1 July, 1984 - Present.
G. Flow Cytometry Applications Development, Diagnostics Division, Coulter Corporation, (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., and J.P. Robinson, Ph.D., Co-Investigators), 1 July 1985 - Present.
H. Flow Cytometric Immune Profile Analysis of Arthritic Patients, The Pfizer Company, (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., Principal Investigator), to be initiated 1 July 1986.
I. Flow Cytometry Core Laboratory/Inflammatory Cells and Lung Injury Supplemental Grant, (J.L. Hudson, Ph.D., and P.A. Ward, M.D., Co-Investigators), to be initiated 1 August 1986.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. A series of studies involving research and development for clinical applications and immunotoxicity assessment using automated cytology (flow cytometry and image analysis) including: Cell surface marker analysis (phenotype/activation state), immune cell function, cell surface receptor analysis, cell cycle analysis, cell membrane electronic potential analysis, neoplastic cell screening and diagnosis (immune system, breast, cervical, endocrine, bladder, colon, and head and neck tissues), prototype instrumentation development, instrumentation-computer networking, and software development for cytometry data analysis and cytometry data base systems.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Cytometry Laboratory.
B. M-Laboratories/Pathology Associates.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Cell Identification Center.
B. Faculty Senate.
C. Advisory Committee, Center for Medical School Research Computing.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Reviewer:
1. Cytometry.
2. CRC Press.
4. J. Leukocyte Biology.
B. Member, National Immunotoxicology Discussion Group.
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C. Organizing Committee: Clinical Applications of Cytometry, 30 September - 3 October 1986, Charleston, South Carolina.

D. Consultant:
1. Coulter Corporation.
2. The Pfizer Company.
3. The Procter and Gamble Company.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Renal Pathology Service.
B. Immunopathological evaluation of skin biopsies.
C. Director, Electron Microscopy Service.
D. Autopsy coverage.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Lecturer Renal Pathology - Second year pathology course.
B. Lectures on Renal Pathology - Nephrology Fellows.
C. Lectures on Renal and Skin Immunopathology - Pathology Residents.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

C. Clinical Investigator Award, National Institutes of Health, $199,500 for five years.
E. Effectors in Pulmonary Hypertension from Monocrotaline. National Institutes of Health, $264,183 for three years. Co-Investigator with Bob Roth.
F. Mediators in IgA and IgG Lung Injury. National Institutes of Health. $466,791 for five years.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Oxygen Free Radical Mediated Tissue Injury.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director, Immunopathology Fellowship Program.
B. Renal Pathology Conference - Bi-weekly.
C. Residency Selection Committee.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Consultant on Dermatology and Nephrology training grants.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Blood Bank Reference Laboratory.
B. Consultant, Veteran's Administration Medical Center, Ann Arbor.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Medical Technology 418.
B. Presentations to Residents in Clinical Pathology.
C. Trained House-Officers in Immunohematology.
D. Developed 1986 Core Lecture Series for Residents in Clinical Pathology.
E. Developed 1986 Core Lecture Series for Residents in Anatomic Pathology.
F. Coordinated 1985-86 Clinical Pathology Grand Rounds Conferences.
G. Coordinated 1985-86 Anatomic Pathology Conferences.
H. Pathology Resident's Teaching Award, 1985-1986.
I. Program Planning Committee, Current Topics in Blood Banking, Department of Postgraduate Medicine:
   2. Speaker: Blood Group Biochemistry - So What?
J. Invited Lecturer, Specialist in Blood Banking Program, Wayne State University.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

D. Solid-phase serology.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Director, AABB Regional Reference Laboratory, University of Michigan Medical School.
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards:
   1. Chairman, Subcommittee on Lectins.
B. American Association of Blood Banks:
   1. Committee on Technical Workshops.
   2. Subcommittee on Regional Workshops.
   4. Vice-Chairman, Scientific Section Coordinating Committee.
C. Michigan Association of Blood Banks:
   1. President.
   2. Chairman, Annual Meeting Program Committee.
   3. Interim Scientific Program Committee.
D. Referee of articles submitted to Transfusion, Vox Sanguinis and Laboratory Medicine.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Head, Biochemistry Section.
B. Director, Clinical Immunopathology Laboratory.
C. Surgical Pathology, Consultant on Immunopathology and Gastrointestinal Pathology, MDS signout, on-call duties.
D. Autopsy Pathology, staff coverage and on-call duties.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Medical Students and Graduate Students:
   2. Pathology Course, Lectures on myeloma and autoimmunity.
B. House Officers:
   1. Coordinator, Weekly Clinical Pathology Rounds.
   2. Coordinator, Clinical Pathology Grand Rounds.
   4. Immunology Journal Club, Weekly.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Studies on kinetics of the mucosal immune response to bacterial antigens.
B. Creation of carcinogen-protein conjugates to study systemic and mucosal immune response to carcinogens.
C. Clinical Immunopathology of gastrointestinal allergies.
D. Grant Support - Principal Investigator:
E. Grant Support - Co-Investigator:
F. Training Grant:
   1. National Institutes of Health. "Lung Immunopathology", Project Director - P.A. Ward. Dr. Keren is a trainer with one fellow at present.
G. Student and Fellow Research Projects.
   1. Scott Kern - "In vitro culture of Paneth cells from isolated ileal loops".
   2. John Carey - "The cellular basis for enhanced mucosal IgA memory responses".
   3. Larry Silbart - "The detection of AAF adducts in rat hepatocytes by RIA".

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Clinical Pathology Committee.
B. Biochemistry Section Committee
C. Resident Counselor.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL/NATIONAL:

A. Immunopathology Council (ASCP), (Chairman, 1985-1987).
B. Editorial Board - Infection and Immunity (ASM).
C. National Institutes of Health, Special Review Committee.
D. Council on Continuing Education, (ASCP).
E. Chairman, Gastrointestinal Pathology Session (IAP).
F. Chairman, Antibacterial Immunity Session (ASM).

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES: None.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Inflammation/Immunopathology Series ICS-600.
B. Biochemistry 522B.
C. Pathology 630.
D. Core lectures in Immunopathology.
E. Lecturer for Medical Technology Program.
F. Teaching/Research Seminars in various departments.
G. Supervised the following medical students, residents, and fellows: Lori Quinlan, Guim Kwon, Denise Ellul, Drs. John Rediske, Daniel Remick and Peter Bachwich.
H. Doctoral Committee member for the following graduate students: Wendy Scales, Mohammad Hata, Bruce Riser, Marjorie Minkoff.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. NIH - Macrophage Function in Pulmonary Inflammation HL31237 - Principal Investigator.
B. NIH - Inflammatory Cells and Lung Injury HL-31963 Principal Investigator for Section II and Core II.
C. American Heart Association Established Investigator - Regulation of Pulmonary Granuloma Formation by Macrophages - Principal Investigator.
D. NIH - Modulation of Immune Complex Lung Injury by Prostaglandins - Co-Investigator.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Regulation of macrophage signals that dictate immune responsiveness
   1. Ia antigen expression.
   2. Synthesis of arachidonic acid metabolites.
   3. Interleukin-1 production.
   4. Tumor necrosis factor production.
B. Role of macrophage-lymphocyte interactions in the initiation, maintenance, and resolution of chronic immune response.
C. Regulation of macrophage gene expression.
D. Techniques used to study the above projects:
   1. High pressure liquid chromatography.
   2. Spectrophotometry.
   3. Immunofluorescence.
4. Image analysis.
5. Proliferation assays (IL-1 and IL-2 assays).
6. Cytotoxicity assays.
7. Molecular probe assays.

E. Collaborative research outside of pathology:
   1. Dr. Darrell Cambell.
   2. Dr. Gene Higashi.
   3. Dr. Ben Lucchesi.
   4. Dr. Joseph Lynch.
   5. Dr. Roger Wiggins.

F. Articles submitted for publication.
   1. Phan, S.H. and Kunkel, S.L.: The effects of inhibitors of arachi-
      donate metabolism on bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis. J.
      Clin. Invest.
      metabolism is altered in sarcoid alveolar macrophages. Clin.
   3. Bachwich, P.R., Lynch, J.P.,III, Larrick, J., Spengler, M. and
      Kunkel, S.L.: Tumor necrosis factor production by human sarcoid
   4. Phan, S.H. and Kunkel, S.L.: Binding of LTC4 to rat lung fibro-
      Chem.
   5. Port, F.K., VanDeKerkhove, K.M., Kunkel, S.L. and Kluger, M.J.:
      The role of dialysate in the stimulation of IL-1 production during
      lation of macrophage-derived fibroblast growth factor release
      by arachidonate metabolites. J. Leukocyte Biology.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

   DEPARTMENTAL:
   
   A. Conduct Research Seminar Series.
   B. Interview Candidates for Residency Program.

   MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:
   
   A. Committee on Medical Student Research.
   B. Committee on Use and Care of Animals.
   C. Reviewer for Biomedical Research Council grants.
   D. Reviewer for Dental Research Institute grants.
   E. Reviewer for Diabetes Research and Training Center grants.

   REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:
   
   A. Reviewer for the following journals: American Journal of Pathology,
      American Review of Respiratory Disease, Circulation, Clinical Im-
      munology and Immunopathology, Infection and Immunity, Journal of
      Rheumatology, Journal of Immunology, Laboratory Investigation, Science.
B. Research Peer Review Committee of the American Heart Association (Michigan).
C. Consultant/Grant Reviewer for Veteran's Administration.
D. National Institute of Health ad hoc Study Section Member - Mycology and Microbiology.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

3. Department of Pulmonary Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri, 1985.
8. Department of Biochemistry, University of Illinois College of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois, 1986.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


2. Bachwich, P.R., Chensue, S.W., Larrick J.W., and Kunkel, S.L.: Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) stimulates interleukin-1 (IL-1) and PGE₂ release from murine peritoneal macrophages. FASEB, 1986.


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
A. Surgical Pathology - four months.
B. Necropsy Pathology - two weeks.
C. Consultant for soft tissue lesions - 12 months.
D. Consultant for endocrine lesions - 12 months.
E. Consultant to Veterans Administration Medical Center, Ann Arbor.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
A. Lectures and Laboratory Section for sophomore medical students - Pathology 600 Course.
B. Fourth year medical student rotation in Pathology - one month.
C. Lectures in basic histology and pathology for histotechnologists - five lectures.
D. Lectures to Pathology House Officers.
E. Resident elective in endocrine and soft tissue pathology - two months.
F. Thesis Committee for Graduate Students in Dental School.
G. Immunoperoxidase Rounds - twice monthly - 9 months.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:
SPONSORED SUPPORT:
A. Regulation of Rat Pituitary Hyperplasia and Neoplasia, NIH Grant 1R23 CA 37238, March, 1984 - February, 1987, Principal Investigator.
B. Analysis of Rat Pituitary Neoplasms With Monoclonal Antibodies, CTR Grant 1850, January 1, 1986 - December 31, 1986, Principal Investigator.
D. Member of Immunohistochemistry Core in the Gastrointestinal Hormone Research Core Center Grant (T. Yamada, Principal Investigator) NIH - NIADDKD October, 1984 - September, 1989.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
A. Dopamine and estrogen receptor analyses in rat and human pituitary tissues.
B. In situ and dot blot hybridization with T. Landefeld.
C. Development of monoclonal antibodies as diagnostic aids in surgical pathology.
D. Immunocytochemical techniques For light and electron microscopy.
E. Development of a reverse hemolytic plaque assay to study hormone secretion.
ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


C. Dafoe, D.C., Riser, B.C. and Lloyd, R.V.: Differences in susceptibility to EMC virus induced diabetes in two Balb/c mice colonies. Diabetologia.


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Director of Immunoperoxidase Service.
B. Coordinator of Anatomic Pathology Journal Club.
C. Residency Selection Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Thyroid Therapy Conference, weekly.
B. Pituitary Study Group, monthly.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Presentations at the International Academy of Pathology in March, 1986.
C. Editorial Board, American Journal of Surgical Pathology.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Medical School Admissions Committee, August 1983 to Present.

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

1. Invited Lecturer, "Thyroid Diseases", Michigan Society of Histotechnology, April, 1986.
VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:
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BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Surgical Pathology, consultant on all head and neck pathology cases.
B. Autopsy:
   1. Consultant on forensic odontology cases.
   2. Assistant Medical Examiner, Washtenaw County.
C. Associate Director of Clinical Laboratories.
D. Director of Clinical Microbiology Laboratory.
E. Medical Director of Medical Technology Program; Eastern Michigan University.
F. Ann Arbor Veterans Administration Medical Center - monthly consultant.
G. Coordinator of Cytometry Program; The University of Michigan, Department of Pathology.
I. Medical Advisory Board, MDS Laboratories, Toronto, Canada.
J. Director, M-Labs, Department of Pathology, The University of Michigan

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Pathology 630, 631; Course Director:
   1. Six hours credit (M, W, F 1-4 pm).
   2. 155 Dental students, 20 medical technology and graduate students.
B. Pathology 856; Otorhinolaryngology Pathology.
C. Oral Diagnosis 664; Participant.
D. Pathology 600, Lecturer, Head and Neck Pathology.
E. Coordinator of resident teaching with Dr. Carl Pierson in the clinical laboratory under my direction (Microbiology).

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

B. Consultant, Principal Investigator, Richard L. Wahl, M.D., Department of Internal Medicine, The University of Michigan. Radioimmunodiagnosis of Squamous Cell Carcinoma, Department of Health and Human Services; $608,579, 7/1/85 - 6/30/88.
C. Consultant, Principal Investigator, Thomas E. Carey, Ph.D., Department of Otorhinolaryngology, The University of Michigan.


PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:


B. See laboratories under my direction.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Medical Service Plan Executive Committee, Department of Pathology, The University of Michigan, 1979-present.

B. Director, Residency Program, Department of Pathology, The University of Michigan, 1982-present.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:


B. Laboratories Committee, The University of Michigan Hospitals, 1978-present.

C. Ambulatory Care Committee, The University of Michigan Hospitals, 1980-present.

D. Advisory Committee on Appointments, Promotions, and Titles (ACAPT), The University of Michigan Medical School, 1983-present.

E. Multi-Organ Transplant Program: Planning Group, Alternate, 1985-present.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. College of American Pathologists, Fellow, 1975-.


2. Chairman, Standards Committee, 1982-present.


6. Secretariat for the Commission on World Standards of the World Association of Societies of Pathology, 1986-.

B. National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards - Member

2. Subcommittee on Cost Accounting, 1986-.
4. Subcommittee on Cost-Effective Quality Control, 1986-.
C. Southwestern Oncology Group (SWOG), 1982-present.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES, SEMINARS AND PRESENTATIONS:

1. "Tumors of the Mandible", Head and Neck Oncology Course, Department of Otolaryngology, Ninth Annual Spring Workshop, Towsley Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan, April 7-11, 1986.

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

4. Kimmel, K.A., Carey, T.E., Judd, W.J. and McClatchey, K.D.: Monoclonal antibody (G10) to a common antigen of human squamous cell carcinoma: Binding

ARTICLES ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Laboratory Director, Clinical Flow Cytometry Laboratory.
   B. Administrative Director, Immunohistochemistry Laboratory.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Serving on a dissertation committee in the Neuroscience Program.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:
   A. During the previous year research projects have been conducted in
      conjunction with other members of the Department of Pathology and with
      members in the Departments of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Biochemistry,
      Dermatology, Internal Medicine, and the Mental Health Research Insti-
      tute.

SPONSORED SUPPORT:
   A. DNA Ploidy in Basal Cell Carcinoma, UM Cancer Research Institute,
      Principal Investigator, $5,000, May 1, 1985 - August 30, 1986.
   B. Endogenous Laminin Expression and Metastasis, NIH - National Cancer
      Institute, Co-investigator, $215,500, July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1897.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
   A. Investigation of the mechanisms of metastasis.
   B. Study of immune responses induced in patients by intradermal injections
      of bovine collagen.
   C. Study of the role of laminin in the regeneration of crushed optic
      nerves.
   D. Determination of the specificity and diagnostic utility of a monoclonal
      antibody to cervical carcinoma antigen.
   E. Development of functionally monovalent lectins for use in flow
      cytometry.
   F. Examination of the relationship of DNA ploidy to tumor aggressiveness
      and/or metastatic potential.
   G. Investigation of the reactivity of lectins with alveolar macrophages.

IV. ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:
      effects of metals: Mercury-induced renal autoimmunity in BN and Maxx rats.


V. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Participation in the effort to establish a Comprehensive Cancer Center at The University of Michigan and Director of the Flow Cytometry Core Facility.

VI. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES: None.

VII. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREE JOURNALS:
I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Gross and microscopic examination of autopsy neuropathologic material with house officers and faculty. The cases shared with other faculty members were from University Hospital, University Associated Hospitals, and State Institutions. Medical examiner cases.

B. Daily supervision of House Officer or Staff participation in diagnostic neuropathology, electron microscopic neuropathology, nerve and muscle biopsy. Responsible for final report and diagnosis in each category.

C. Necropsy Service gross and microscopic (two weeks on staff).

D. Consultations on diagnostic neuropathology, muscle and nerve biopsies from other hospitals and medical centers.

E. Ceroid Service, buffy coat division.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Neural and Behavioral Sciences 600, Neuropathology for second year medical students. Lectures and laboratories. Twenty hours shared with other faculty.

B. Neuropathology 858. Intensive laboratory-lecture course for all beginning House Officers in Pathology, and in several clinical services concerned with the nervous system, graduate students and faculty. Annual, 16 hours shared with other faculty. One credit hour elective.

C. House Officers:

1. Review of microscopic neuropathological postmortem material with Pathology house officers, shared with another faculty member.

2. Weekly brain cutting with pathology house officers.

3. Reviews all neurosurgically removed material in this hospital in CME-approved conference for Pathology and Neurosurgery house officers and staff.

4. Shared consultations with Pathology house officers.

5. Invited presentations of neuropathologic observations at joint Pathology-Neurology-Neurosurgery and clinical conferences.

6. Monthly conference for Neurology and Pathology House Officers and Staff (review of muscle and nerve biopsies).

7. Ran monthly Brain Conference for Pathology, Neurology and Neurosurgery house officers and staff.

8. Directs teaching of Neurology house officers who take elective in Neuropathology. One month or longer rotation with teaching shared with other Pathology faculty and with neurohistologists. Five house officers.
9. Weekly Brain Tumor Conference. Review of Neurosurgery, Nuclear Medicine, Neuroradiology, and Neuropathology in clinical research setting of brain tumor cases by staff. Responsible for neuropathology segment of tumor review.

C. Teach laboratory techniques to our laboratory technologists.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Consultant on USPHS grant, #NS 19825 application, "Recovery or Malformation After Fetal Injury", Dr. Samuel Hicks, Principal Investigator 7/1/84-6/30/87.

B. Grant #1RO1 CA33768-01A3, "Intra-arterial BUdR Radiosensitization of Malignant Gliomas", Co-investigator 5/1/86-4/30/89.

C. Rackham School of Graduate Studies Faculty Research Grant "Explantation Model of Glioma Antigen Instability", Principal Investigator. Changes in malignancy and resistance to treatment of human gliomas, the most common and devastating group of brain tumors, are thought to be related in part to antigenic instabilities of these cells. Antigenic instabilities will be followed upon explanation of human glioma cells in-vitro and correlated with studies designed tc determine the mechanism of these instabilities. The extent of changes in antigens will be studied. Antigenic changes will be correlated with changes in cellular DNA over time intervals and correlated with changes in clones of cells from the gliomas of individual patients. 4/1/85 - 6/30/86.

D. Michigan Memorial-Phoenix Project #656, "Explantation Model of Glioma Antigen Instability", Principal Investigator. 4/1/85 - 6/30/86.

E. American Cancer Society, Grant #PDT-44699, "Antigenic Instabilities and Clonal Heterogeneity in Human Gliomas", Principal Investigator. Action pending.


G. Infuse-Aid Corporation, "Treatment of an MPTP Primate Model of parkinson's Disease with Intraventricular Infused Dopamine", Co-investigator.


III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Growth, spread and antigenicity of ENU-induced gliomas in rats, with Ms. Constance D'Amato.

B. Quantitative analysis of DNA in fresh and cultured cells of brain tumors, with Dr. Philip McCoy.
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E. Extracellular matrix products of gliomas with Drs. James Varani and Suzanne Fligiel.


IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Chief, Section of Neuropathology.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Organization and scheduling of Pathology, Neurology and Neurosurgery house officer Neuropathology teaching conferences, individual instruction and consultation review.

B. Organization of call logistics of specimen handling, and schedules for complete coverage of diagnostic and postmortem neuropathology by staff.

C. Supervision of neurohistologists and neuropathology laboratories, and quality control of histologic preparations.

D. Interaction with Chiefs and appointed staff of other clinical services, particularly Neurosurgery, Neurology, Nuclear Medicine and Neuroradiology.

E. Quality control of ultrastructural neuropathology.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Reviewer for Pathology, Neuropathology, Oncology and Neurooncology journals or texts.

B. Invited Contributor to ASCP Anatomic Pathology II Series: Rapid Lectin-DNA Staining of Pituitary Biopsies, scheduled for publication in August, 1986.

C. M-Lab Neuropathology services.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Faculty Advisory Committee for graduate student James Hopkins, Dr. Bernard Agranoff, Chairman.
VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFERRED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

A. REES MIDGLEY, M.D.
PROFESSOR OF PATHOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES: None.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Taught major portion of Physiology 581, "Mammalian Reproductive Endocrinology", plus occasional other lectures.
B. Supervision of one visiting professor: Fumihisa Miyauchi.
C. Supervision of one postdoctoral fellow: Eleanor Sims.
D. Primary supervision of eight graduate students:
   1. Robert Milius, CMB. (Ph.D., 1985)
   2. Emilie Bell, CMB.
   3. Jane Wiesen, CMB.
   4. Hal Cantor, Bioengineering.
   5. Craig Halberstadt, Bioengineering.
   6. Rhonda Brand, Bioengineering.
   7. Mahmoud Ghazzi, Bioengineering.
   9. (also serving on several other dissertation committees).
E. Supervision of two undergraduate students.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. NIH-P30-HD 18258-01, "Center for the Study of Reproduction", $1,822,419 (direct), Principal Investigator.
B. Mellon Foundation Grant, 1985-1988, $300,000 (total).
C. NIH-HD-18018-01, "Gonadotropin control of the ovary", 1985-1988, $331,663 (direct), Principal Investigator.
D. NIH-T32-HD-07048-10, "Training Program in Reproductive Endocrinology" (six predoctoral students; 4 postdoctoral student), 1985-1990, $972,975 (direct), Principal Investigator.
E. Burroughs Corporation, contract to develop a "Scientific Data System", $515,000, 1984-1986, (total), Principal Investigator.
K. Submitted: P30-HD18258-03, "Molecular Biology Core Facility: Supplement to Center for the Study of Reproduction".

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Development of a computer-controlled perifusion system for on-line analysis of cellular responses to pulsatile and other controlled signalling.
B. Analysis of dynamic control of ovarian function by gonadotropins.
C. Non-invasive assessment of the normality and development of single, pre-gastrula mouse embryos.
D. Development of a computer-based system for collection and analysis of data from scientific instruments.
E. Localization and regulation of mRNAs in rat granulosa cells and unfertilized Drosophila eggs.
F. Articles submitted:

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Director, Consortium for Research in Developmental and Reproductive Biology.
B. Director, Reproductive Endocrinology Program.
C. Member, Review and Search Committee for Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology.
D. Member, Ad Hoc Committee on Classified Research.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Past President, Society for the Study of Reproduction.
B. Member, NICHD Population Research Committee, 1986--.
C. Ad Hoc Member, NIDDK Endocrinology Research Program Advisory Committee, 1986--.
D. Ad Hoc Member, NIDDK Hormone Distribution Program Subcommittee, 1986--.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

2. October 2-4, 1985, Site Visit, UCLA.
7. April 24-25, 1986, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Three seminars: "Intercellular communication", "Ovarian follicular selection", and "Chaos and survival".
10. May 19-21, 1986, Site Visit, University of Texas, Dallas.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Cytopathology, 26 weeks.
B. Director, Cytopathology Laboratory, full time.
C. Cytopathology, pulmonary pathology, and gynecologic pathology consultation service, 12 months.
D. Surgical Pathology - backup coverage.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Pathology 600, Sophomore medical students, class lectures - five contact hours.
B. Pathology residents, supervision and teaching during cytopathology and surgical pathology rotations and when covering necropsies.
C. Pathology residents, biweekly cytopathology conferences.
D. Gynecology-Pathology-Radiation Therapy Conference, backup coverage.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

A. Cytopathology, with particular reference to serous fluids and aspiration cytology.

SPONSORED SUPPORT: None.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Aspiration cytology with particular reference to pulmonary, mammary and adrenal lesions.
B. Cross contamination in the cytologic staining circuit.
C. Curschmann's spirals in serous fluids.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Pathologist in charge of Cytopathology Laboratory.
B. Department of Pathology Medical Service Plan Executive Committee.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL: None.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Secretary-Treasurer, American Society of Cytology.
V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

C. Editorial and Publications Committee, International Academy of Cytology.
D. Membership Committee, International Academy of Cytology.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Clinical Laboratories, University Hospitals.
B. Director, Blood Bank, University Hospitals.
C. Diagnosis of surgical specimens from University Hospitals patients.
D. Diagnosis of surgical specimens from MDS Laboratories.
E. Diagnosis of consultation cases on surgical pathology of breast.
F. Medical coverage of Transfusion Service.
G. Medical coverage of Necropsy Service (one month).
H. Consultation visits to Chelsea Medical Laboratories.
I. Member, University of Michigan Breast Care Center.
J. Task Force on Expansion of University Hospital Blood Donor Program.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Lectures on breast pathology (two), transfusion medicine (four), and clinical laboratory diagnosis (one) to sophomore class.
B. Presentation on breast cancer to Interphase Program.
C. Presentation of monthly Conference on Surgical Pathology to Section of General Surgery.
D. Postgraduate course, "Current Topics in Blood Banking", Planning Committee.
E. Course on Transfusion Medicine presented to Pathology and Hematology/Oncology House Officers.
F. Seminars on Pathology of Breast to Pathology House Officers.
G. Lecture on breast cancer to Department of Surgery.
H. Two lectures on blood component therapy to Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
I. Lecture on blood component therapy to Department of Surgery.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Treatment of acute Guillain-Barre Syndrome with plasma exchange (in cooperation with Department of Neurology - Dr. J. Albers).
B. The pathology of metaplastic carcinoma of breast.
C. The pathology of mammary hamartomas.
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Head, Section of Clinical Pathology.
B. Executive Committee, Departmental Medical Service Plan.
C. Resident Selection Committee.
D. Medical Director, Medical Technology Program.
E. Limited Special Function Laboratories Consolidation Task Force.
F. Departmental Task Force on Activation of Replacement Hospital Project.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Executive Committee, Medical School.
B. Executive Committee on Clinical Affairs, University Hospitals.
C. University Hospitals Executive Committee.
D. New Hospital Planning Committee.
E. Medical Center Clinical Priorities Committee.
F. Laboratories Committee, Chairman.
G. Transfusion Committee, Chairman.
H. Joint Conference Committee.
I. Breast Care Center.
J. Multi-Organ Transplantation Committee (liver homotransplantation).
K. Ad Hoc Committee on HTLV-III Testing in University Hospitals.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. American Association of Blood Banks:
   2. Nominations Committee.
   3. Liaison Committee on Circular of Information for Use With Human Blood and Components.
   4. Awards Committee.
B. American National Red Cross:
C. American Society of Clinical Pathologists:
   2. Director, Check Sample Program, Anatomical Pathology.
   4. Nominating Committee.
D. Michigan Society of Pathologists:
   1. Medical Care Insurance Committee.
   2. Medical Legislation Committee.
E. American Medical Association:
   1. Advisory Panel on AIDS.
F. Arthur Purdy Stout Society of Surgical Pathologists:
   1. Program Chairman.
G. American Cancer Society:
   1. Task Force on Fibrocystic Disease of Breast.
H. Detroit Red Cross:
   1. Medical Advisory Committee.
I. Consultant, Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor.
J. Test Committee on Blood Banking, American Board of Pathology.
V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

EDITORIAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Associate Editor, Transfusion.
B. Editorial Board, American Journal of Surgical Pathology.
C. Associate Editor, Critical Reviews in Clinical Laboratory Sciences.
D. Editor, General Principles of Blood Transfusion (AMA).
E. Editorial Board, Archives of Pathology (AMA).
F. Editor, Arthur Purdy Stout Society of Surgical Pathologists Annual Symposium.
G. Editor, Anatomical Pathology Check Sample Program, American Society of Clinical Pathologists.

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREEED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREEED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Autopsy Service.
B. Serum Angiotensin Converting Enzyme Assay.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Pathology Residents - Autopsy.
B. John Feighan - Undergraduate Honor Student.
C. Gregg Downer, M.D. - Postdoctoral Fellow.
D. Abdhish Bhavsar - Undergraduate Summer Student.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Mechanisms and Genetic Regulation of Pulmonary Fibrosis. R01-HL28737-04. Principal Investigator, S.H. Phan, Ph.D., M.D. 20% effort, $93,414 current annual direct cost. (NIH).
B. Macrophage Function in Lung Injury and Fibrosis. POI-HL31963, Section IV. Principal Investigator, S.H. Phan, Ph.D., M.D., 35% effort, $71,216 current annual direct cost (NIH).
C. Fibroblast Regulatory Factors in Pulmonary Fibrosis. 84-136. Established Investigator Award (American Heart Association), $32,000 current annual direct cost.
D. Fibroblast Regulatory Factors. 84-1165. Grant-in-Aid (American Heart Association), Principal Investigator, S.H. Phan, Ph.D., M.D., $30,000 current annual direct cost.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Lung macrophage/monocyte and T cell/T cell subset kinetics, recruitment and activation during lung injury and fibrosis.
B. Fibroblast function - in terms of chemotaxis, collagen metabolism and proliferation during lung injury, and their regulation by inflammatory and immune cell-derived mediators.
C. The roles of phospholipase A2 and serine proteases/esterases in neutrophil activation.
D. The state of macrophage activation as determined by Ia antigen expression and its relationship to production of arachidonate metabolites active in fibroblast activation.
E. Fibroblast arachidonate metabolism in response to inflammatory cell and macrophage derived mediators, and their effects on fibroblast collagen synthesis and proliferation.
F. The effects of selective inhibitors of arachidonate metabolism on murine pulmonary fibrosis.
G. Regulation of macrophage and T-cell fibroblast growth factor production by arachidonate metabolites in normal and diseased states.
H. Leukotriene and tumor necrosis factor regulation of fibroblast collagen synthesis, and expression of receptors for these molecules.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL: None.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Reviewer for BMRC research grant application.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Member, Pathology A Study Section (Reviews research grant applications for National Institutes of Health) Public Health Service, NIH.
B. Reviewer for the following journals: Journal of Immunology, Laboratory Investigation, Journal of Clinical Investigation, American Review of Respiratory Diseases, Experimental Lung Research, Infection and Immunity, American Journal of Pathology, and Chest.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES: None.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Associate Director, Clinical Microbiology Laboratory.
   B. Coordinator, Infectious Disease Laboratory Rounds.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Pathology 600, Mucormycosis, case presentation.
   B. Pathology 411, Sexually Transmitted Diseases;
      Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing.
   C. Microbiology 505, Clinical Microbiology for Graduate students.
   D. Microbiology 620, Clinical Microbiology for Medical students.
   E. Epidemiology 560, Sexually Transmitted Diseases.
      Chemotherapy of Bacterial Infections.
   F. Coordinator, Pathology House Officer rotation in Clinical Microbiology.
   G. Lecturer, "Core Lectures in Clinical Microbiology".
   H. Lecturer, Clinical Pathology Grand Rounds, "Blood Culturing" and
      "Enteric Bacterial Pathogens".

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

   SPONSORED SUPPORT:
   A. Amdinocillin-B-Lactam Combination Study II. Hoffmann-La Roche;
      $11,000/four months.
   B. Antimicrobial Susceptibility of Bacteroides fragilis in the United
      States, Lederle Laboratories; $3,000/one year.

   PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
   A. Detection of enteric toxins by ELISA.
   B. Clinical significance of coagulase-negative Staphylococcus in blood
      cultures.
   C. Inducible B-lactamase activity in Gram-negative bacteria.
   D. Phagocyte function test by Flow Cytometric analysis.
   E. Gas-liquid chromatography for definitive identification of anaerobes,
      fungi and acid-fast bacilli.
   F. Clinical laboratory evaluation of DNA probes for diagnosis of acid-fast
      bacilli and mycoplasma.

   ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:
      changes in isolated ileal loops in rabbits: effects of intraluminal anti-
      biotics.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:
A. Clinical Pathology Laboratory Directors' Committee.
B. Coordinator, Clinical Microbiology Senior Staff Meeting.
C. Coordinator, Clinical Microbiology In-service education program.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:
A. Alternate, Hospitals Infection Control Committee.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:
A. Program Committee, Tricounty Clinical Microbiology Meeting.
B. Reviewer, Journal of Clinical Microbiology.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:
1. "Overview of antimicrobial susceptibility testing", Flint Society for Medical Technologists.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:
JOSEPH A. REGEZI, D.D.S.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PATHOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Oral Pathology Biopsy Service, four months/year (5,000 biopsies/year).
B. Patient consultations, Oral Pathology/Dermatology Referral Service—Monday mornings.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Course Director and Lecturer in Senior Oral Pathology 816 and 818.
B. Course Director, Lecturer and Laboratory Instructor in Sophomore Oral Pathology 626 and 627.
C. Lecturer, Graduate Oral Pathology and Diagnosis 695.
D. Contributor, Graduate Seminars in Oral Pathology 698 and 699.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Osteosarcoma and chondrosarcoma of the head and neck - clinical features, microscopic features, immunohistochemical markers.
B. Immunohistochemical evaluation of benign and malignant fibrous histiocytomas.
C. Langerhans cells and "aberrant" HLA-DR expression in normal and inflamed gingiva.
D. Immunohistochemical study of dysplastic, in situ, and invasive squamous cell lesion of oral mucous membranes.

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Thesis Committee for Dr. J.G. Contos, Department of Endodontics.
DENTAL SCHOOL:

A. Member of Executive Committee, 1982-1985.

NATIONAL:

A. Member, Committee to Encourage Scholarly Activities, American Academy of Oral Pathology, 1985-1986.
B. Member of Editorial Board for Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, and Oral Pathology, C.V. Mosby, Publisher.

V. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Responsible for biopsy service four months/year.
B. Responsible for clinical patient diagnostic problems, both in house and state-wide referral, and management thereof on an as needed basis eleven months per year.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Oral Pathology to Freshman Dental Students, Course 516 (course director).
B. Oral Pathology to Sophomore Dental Students, Course 624 and 625.
C. Pathology Laboratory to Sophomore Dental Students, Course 631.
D. Oral Pathology to Senior Dental Students, Course 818.
E. Oral Pathology Seminar to Graduate Students in Restorative Dentistry, Course 691.
F. Oral Pathology Seminar to Graduate Students in Periodontics, Course 781 (course director).
G. Survey of Dental Hygiene to Sophomore Dental Hygiene Students, Course 220.
H. Senior Seminar in Dental Hygiene, Course 313 and Preventive Dentistry, Course 362 to Senior Dental Hygiene Students.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED RESEARCH:

A. Protocol to define the efficacy and tolerance of systemically administered acyclovir versus placebo in patients with herpes labialis. Principal Investigator. Sponsor: Burroughs Wellcome Co.
B. Tolerance and efficacy study comparing 15% 5-IODO-2"-deoxyuridine (IDU) in 80% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)) and 5% H20 to control groups of 80% DMSO and 2% DMSO for the treatment of herpes simplex labialis. Principal Investigator. Sponsor: Research Medical, Inc.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL/DENTAL SCHOOL:

A. Associate Director of the Dental Research Institute. Activities include:
2. Participant in deliberation of various other committees such as the Scientific Advisory Committee and the Policy committee of the Institute.
3. Chairman, planning committee for the Symposium on New Insights into Dentofacial Pain: "Diagnosis and Treatment".

**REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:**

A. Member, Executive Committee, Michigan Division, American Cancer Society.
B. Member-at-Large, Board of Directors, Michigan Division, American Cancer Society.
C. Chairman, Committee on Cancer Control, Hospital and Institutional Dental Service, Michigan Dental Association.
D. Chairman, Annual Regional Oral Cancer Symposium to be held at Mt. Carmel Hospital, Detroit, Michigan, February 26, 1986.
E. Member, Board of Appeals, Commission on Accreditation, Graduate Specialty Education Programs, American Dental Association.
F. Consultant, Committee on Hospital and Institutional Dentistry, American Dental Association.
G. Consultant, Council on Dental Education, American Dental Association.
H. Consultant, Council on Dental Therapeutics, American Dental Association.
I. Consultant, Office of the Surgeon General, United States Army.
J. Manuscript Consultant and Reviewer:

**V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:**

A. Lecturer to various groups including:
   1. Testimony, Smokeless Tobacco Hearings in Grand Rapids, Traverse City and Detroit.
   2. Trident Seminar, Madrid, Spain.
   3. Schools of Dentistry and Medicine, University of Louisville, Kentucky.
   5. U.S. Army Dental Corps, Rhodes Clinic, Ft. Sam, Houston, Texas.
   7. Veterans Administration Hospital, Ann Arbor.
   8. The University of Michigan Alumni Association.
   9. The University of Michigan School of Medicine, Infectious Diseases Symposium.
   10. American Academy of Oral Medicine, Toronto, Canada.
   12. Macomb Community College.
   13. Miscellaneous componentent dental societies, civic clubs and study clubs.
VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Fine needle aspiration (zero-four/week), superficial tumors, bedside or in clinic.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Gynecologic tumor conference, twice weekly.
   B. Sophomore pathology lectures (five): Diseases of: Cervix, Vagina and Vulva; Uterus and Endometrium; Ovaries; Placenta and Trophoblasts.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:
   A. Radioimmunodiagnosis and Radiotherapy of Ovarian Carcinoma, Richard L. Wahl, M.D., Principal investigator. NIH-sponsored.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:
   A. Carcinosarcoma and malignant mixed mesodermal tumors of the ovary with Keith Terada and Michael Hopkins.
   B. Adenocarcinoma and adenosquamous carcinomas of the uterine cervix with Michael Hopkins.
   C. Coexistent endocervical adenocarcinoma and mucinous adeno-carcinoma of the ovary: A clinicopathologic study of two cases with Michael Hopkins.
   D. Squamous cell carcinoma arising in ovarian endometriosis, with Wesley Beemer, M.D.
   E. Simultaneous primary melanoma of vagina and urinary bladder, with Gary Reed, M.D.
   F. Endometrial adenocarcinoma and endometrioid adenocarcinoma of ovaries in a 27-year-old, with Gary Reed, M.D.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:
   A. Surgical diagnostic, three weeks.
   B. Cytology, 25 weeks.
I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, Clinical Hematology Laboratory.
B. Director, University of Michigan Health Services Laboratories.
C. Diagnostic Surgical Pathology, Hematopathology.
D. Diagnostic Hematopathology Consultant, Veterans Administration Hospital.
E. Diagnostic Clinical Flow Cytometry.
F. Consultant for Hematopathology cases.
G. Review of Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) cases (circa 200/year).
H. Diagnostic electron microscopy of lymphoreticular and hematopathology cases.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Daily review of blood smears and body fluids in Hematology Laboratory.
B. Daily review of in-house and consultation hematopathology cases and correlation with flow cytometry data and immunoperoxidase studies.
C. House Officer Conferences in Hematopathology.
D. Pathology Course, Sophomore Medical Students, Pathology 600, January through April.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG). Combination chemotherapy of unfavorable histology non-Hodgkin's lymphomas with CHOPP and CBV, with Dr. L. Dabich.
B. Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG). Combination chemotherapy of unfavorable histology non-Hodgkin's lymphomas with alternating regimens of CHOPP and CVB, with Dr. L. Dabich.
C. University of Michigan Cancer Research Institute. Lymphoma grading by needle aspiration and flow cytometry, with Dr. R. Wolber.

SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Diagnostic Surgical Pathology, Hematopathology.
B. Diagnostic Clinical Flow Cytometry.
MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITALS:

A. Hematology Laboratory.
   1. For the three months period of March to May 1986, which followed the consolidation of both the Pediatric and Adult Hematology Laboratories with the Hematology Laboratory of the Department of Pathology, the Laboratory carried out a total of 110,998 tests, which represents an increase of 43% over the same three month period of the previous year. The per cent of labor-intensive tests increased by 28.5% and the number of cases requiring review by the pathologists rose by 22%. The bulk of the work is carried out in the Main Hematology Laboratory, while a satellite laboratory located in the clinic area of the outpatient building services both Pediatric and Adult Clinics as well as other clinics requiring hematology studies. The consolidation of the hematology services and the Arthritis Clinic involved both an increase in the load of procedures already carried out in laboratory as well as the implementation of new methodologies. Together with the aid of the Phlebotomy Service and the Laboratory Data Center, the turnaround times for the various procedures, which include bone marrow aspirates and cytochemistries, have not increased.
   2. Additional tests and technical changes made in the Laboratory include:
      a. bone marrow aspirates.
      b. cytochemistries.
      c. joint fluids: mucin clot; crystal examination.
      d. osmotic fragility.
      e. tests for PNH.
      f. tests for Heinz bodies.

B. University of Michigan Health Service Laboratories.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Society of Hematopathology, Executive Committee.
B. Southwest Oncology Group:
   1. Lymphoma Subcommittee.
   2. Leukemia Subcommittee.
C. Regional Center Review Pathologist, Southwest Oncology Group.
D. Member, Executive Committee, National Panel for Lymphoma Clinical Studies.
E. Children's Cancer Study Group: Review pathologist of lymphoma cases.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

EDITORIAL BOARD:

A. American Journal of Clinical Pathology.
B. Diagnostic Immunology.
C. Hematologic Pathology.
INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


B. BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:

C. ABSTRACTS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Hematopathology Diagnostic Service - interpretation of peripheral smears, body fluid cytologies, bone marrow aspirates and biopsies, cytochemical stains.

B. Flow Cytometry Diagnostic Service - interpretation of cell surface marker studies and cellular DNA analyses in the evaluation of hematologic disorders, primary and secondary immune deficiencies and autoimmune processes.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Daily sign-out of cases in flow cytometry and hematopathology with pathology residents.

B. Monthly seminars on the clinical applications of flow cytometry for the residents and fellows on the Hematology/Oncology Services.

C. Lecturer, Hematopathology, medical school.

D. Lecturer, Clinical Applications of Flow Cytometry, Medical Technologist Training Program.

E. Pediatric/Adult Leukemia Conferences.

F. Adult Lymphoma Conferences.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. These projects examine the molecular basis of migration across vessel walls for both normal and malignant lymphoid cells:

1. NIH, NCI Physician Investigator Award ($170,000; three years; 1 July 1984 through 30 June 1987): Lymphocyte migration and the metastatic process.

2. American Cancer Society Research Award ($109,000; two years; 1 July 1984 through 30 June 1986): Lymphocyte migration and the metastatic process.

3. Michigan Leukemia Society Research Award ($50,000; two years; 1 July 1984 through 30 June 1986): The role of extracellular matrix in the migration of lymphoid cells across vessel walls.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Monoclonal antibodies in the treatment of lymphoproliferative disease - hematopathology consultant; Kenneth Foon, M.D., Principal Investigator.
B. The role of the endothelium, basement membrane and extracellular matrix in the modulation of lymphoid cell migration into tissues - Principal Investigator.

C. The role of lymphocyte migration in establishing and maintaining immune mediated glomerulonephritis (in conjunction with R. Wiggins, M.D., Department of Internal Medicine)

D. Lymphocyte-endothelial interaction in Rheumatoid Arthritis (D. Fox and G.W. Jourdain, co-investigators)

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Medical Director of the Flow Cytometry Laboratory.

B. Associate Director of the Hematopathology Laboratory.

C. Member, Microcomputer Steering Committee

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Planned and managed the consolidation of all Hematology Laboratory Services (with the exception of the Coagulation Laboratory) into a single administrative unit under the Department of Pathology.

1. Consolidation resulted in an approximate 15% reduction in operating expenses (personnel, commodities and instrumentation) when compared to the cost of maintaining independent laboratories.

2. The professional and administrative duties of managing this more complex operation have been assumed by existing pathology faculty and staff thus reducing hospital expenditures further.

3. The advantageous economy of scale which resulted from consolidation enabled the Hematology Laboratory to absorb a 70-100% increase in manual and stat procedures (the most labor intensive and costly tests performed) with a 50% increase in personnel and no incremental equipment costs.

4. These cost savings have been realized with minimal impact on the delivery of services. In fact, Stat Service to all clinics has improved with the creation of a Stat Hematology Laboratory in the outpatient facility which services all clinics and the institution of direct, on-line reporting of results to multiple clinic locations.
B. Designed and implemented computerized procedures for monitoring turn-
around time and hourly specimen load according to procedure or location of order.

C. Pathology Department representative to Cancer Center Implementation Committees.
1. Clinical research programs.
2. Basic research programs.

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

2. "The Molecular Basis of Lymphocyte Recirculation". Invited speaker, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Department of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, April, 1986.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOK REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:
   A. Clinical Immunopathology Laboratory.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:
   A. Resident training in immunology and immunopathology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

B. Lung Injury Produced by Oxygen Metabolites (GM-29507). Co-investigator with Dr. Peter A. Ward.
C. Immune Responses to Burns. Co-investigator with Dr. F. Whitehouse.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Experimental thermal injury, complement and leukocyte dysfunctions.
B. Pathomechanism of acute tissue injury following activation of complement and neutrophils in vivo.
C. Protection from oxygen radical-induced tissue damage.

Articles Submitted for Publication:

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Associate Director, Immunopathology Laboratory.

MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A. Member External Review and Search Committee, Department of Anatomy, University of Michigan Medical School.
B. Interviewed candidates for faculty positions.
C. Interviewed candidates for Medical Scientist Training Program.
D. Consultant, clinical research programs.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

C. VA Research Advisory Group

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Member Editorial Advisory Board, Immunobiology.

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:


BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS, BOOKS REVIEWS, PUBLISHED LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Clinical Virology Laboratory - isolation of herpes simplex virus from specimens obtained from MDS laboratories.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Two postdoctoral scholars, two visiting scientists, one graduate student and several graduate students work in my laboratory.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Endogenous laminin expression and metastasis. CA36132, Principal Investigator, 30% effort, $70,161 current annual direct costs, NIH.
B. Growth and biological properties of fibroblasts and epithelial cells on various substrates. CA36656, Principal Investigator, 10% effort, $90,000 current annual direct costs, NIH.
C. Inhibition of tumor cell chemotactic responses by prostaglandins. BC-512, Principal Investigator, 40% effort, $55,512 current annual direct costs, American Cancer Society.
D. Laminin/laminin receptors in NK/NC cell function IM-432. Principal Investigator, $72,000 current annual direct costs, American Cancer Society.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. The involvement of laminin and laminin receptors in mediating tumor cell behavior as it relates to metastatic activity.
B. Regulation of chemotactic responses in tumor cells by prostaglandins produced by the tumor cells and by other cells.
C. The development of substrates for optimum growth of cells in large-scale culture.
D. The role of laminin and laminin receptors in mediating NK/NC-tumor cell interactions.

IV. SERVICE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Member, Departmental Advisory Committee on Appointments, Promotion and Tenure
MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:

A.  Director, Cancer Center Program on Tumor Cell Metastasis and the Extracellular Matrix.
B.  Co-chairman of Katherine A. Laybourn's Doctoral Dissertation Committee.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A.  Editorial board of Invasion and Metastasis.
C.  Grant reviewer for the Medical Research Council of Canada and for the Veterans Administration.

V.  OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A.  Invited speaker at conference on, "Biological and Therapeutic Aspects of Cancer Metastasis", Vitoria, Spain, April 14-17, 1986

VI.  PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFERRED JOURNALS:


17. Varani, J., Fligiel, S.E.G. and Wilson, B.: Motility of rasH oncogene-transformed NIH-3T3 cells. Invasion and Metastasis In Press.


B. BOOKS AND CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:


ABSTRACTS


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

1. These have been limited to occasional involvement in immunopathology specimens.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Medical students:
   1. Clinical Immunology - Two one hour sessions directed to medical students, house staff, and clinical faculty interested in Clinical Immunology.
   2. ICS 600 - One one hour session to Sophomore Medical Students.
   3. Lecture in the Sophomore Pathology Course.
   4. Lecture annually to medical students at the Medical College of Pennsylvania and Hospital.

B. Graduate students:
   1. Indirect supervision of six postdoctoral students.
   2. Indirect supervision of two Research Scientists.
   3. Lecture to faculty and students at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Principal Investigator, "Thermal Injury, Complement, and Leukocyte Dysfunction", NIH GM-28499 (10%), $102,369/year ($577,063/five years), 1/1/86-12/31/90

B. Principal Investigator, "Lung Immunopathology", NHLBI HL-07517 (5%), $256,068/year ($1,291,531/five years), 7/1/86-6/30/91

C. Principal Investigator, "Leukocyte Chemotaxis, NIH HL-28442 (10%), $84,518/year ($505,936/five years), 7/1/86-6/30/91

D. Principal Investigator, "Lung Injury Produced by Oxygen Metabolites", NIH GM-29507 (20%), $107,552/year ($507,078/five years), 7/1/82-6/30/87

E. Principal Investigator, "Inflammatory Cells and Lung Injury", NHLBI HL-31963 (25%), $502,229/year ($2,149,597/five years), 3/1/84-2/28/89

F. Principal Investigator, Oxygen-Derived Free Radicals, Immune Complexes, and Tissue Injury", Tobacco Research Council Grant #155 (10%), $70,000/year ($210,000/three years), 1/1/83-12/31/85
PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:

IV. **ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:**

**DEPARTMENTAL:**

A. Chief, Section of General Pathology.
B. MSP Executive Committee.
C. Pathology Associates.

**MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:**

A. Clinical Chairmen's Council, 1980-1985
B. Executive Committee on Clinical Affairs, 1981-82
C. Dean's Advisory Council, 1980-85
D. Director's Advisory Council, 1980-85
E. Dean's Council of Clinical Chairmen, 1985--
F. Director, Feasibility Study for Multifloor Medical Research Facility
   Attached to Medical Science II Committee
G. Chairman, Medical Sciences Research Building (MSRB) Task Force
H. Michigan Eye Bank Research Review Committee, 1980--
I. Michigan Diabetes Research and Training Center Policy Committee, 1981
J. Chairman, Psychiatry Search Committee, 1982-1984
K. Wayne County General Hospital/University of Michigan Liaison Committee,
   1982-85
L. Chairman, Medical School Executive Committee, 1982-85
M. Chairman, Joint Staff Committee, 1982-85
N. Dental Research Institute Policy Committee, 1982-85
O. Chairman, Henry Ford Hospital Liaison Committee, 1982-85
P. St. Joseph Mercy Hospital Liaison Committee, 1982-85
Q. Chairman, Inteflex Policy Committee, 1982-85
R. Chairman, VA/Dean's Committee, 1982-85
S. Clinical Laboratory Directors, 1982-85
T. Joint Conference Committee, 1982-85
U. Hospital Executive Board, 1982-85
V. Financial Development Committee, 1982-85
W. Academic Affairs Advisory Council, 1982-85
X. Michigan Medical School Council of Deans, 1982-85
Y. Medical Service Plan Executive Board, 1982-85
Z. Chairman, Expanded Medical School Task Force, 1982-85
AA. Clinical Research Council Policy Committee, 1982-85
AB. Chairman's Advisory Panel on Ambulance Services, 1982-85
AC. Vice-Provost Advisory Board, 1984-85
AD. Main Hospitals Operations Committee, 1985--
AE. University Hospitals Executive Committee, 1985-86
AF. National Task Force on Organ Transplantation, 1985--
AG. Professional Fee Policy Committee, 1984--
AH. Interdepartmental Coordinating Committee, 1984--
AI. Search Committee for the Chairmanship in Environmental and Industrial
   Health, April, 1985--
AJ. Department of Surgery Review and Search Committee, May, 1985--
AK. Dean's Advisory Council, 1985--
AL. Dean's Advisory Committee on Clinical Affairs, May, 1985--
AM. Advisory Committee for the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 1984--
AN. Pulmonary and Critical Medicine Division Chief Search, 1984--
AO. Nuclear Medicine Division Chief Search, 1985--
AP. Internal Advisory Board Committee of the Michigan Gastrointestinal Peptide Research Center, 1985--

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. American Society for Clinical Investigation
B. American Association of Pathologists
1. Secretary-Treasurer, 1976-78
2. Vice-President, 1978-79
3. President, 1979-80
4. Past President, 1980-81
5. Chairman, Program Committee, 1982-present
6. Member, Nominating Committee, 1985-present
7. Executive Committee, Intersociety Pathology Council and Universities Associated for Research and Education in Pathology, Inc.

C. American Board of Pathology
1. Immunopathology Test Committee, 1980-85

D. Member, Advisory Committee, Health Policy Agenda for the American People

E. Member, American Association for Advancement of Science

F. Member, American Association of Immunologists

G. Member, American Pathology Foundation

H. Member, Association of American Physicians

I. Member, Association of Pathology Chairmen

J. Member, Michigan Society of Pathologists

K. Member, Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing, Johns Hopkins University

L. Member, International Academy of Pathology
1. Council Member, April 1, 1986-1989
2. Member, Finance Committee, April 1, 1986-1990

M. Member, The New York Academy of Sciences

N. Member, Society of Medical Consultants to the Armed Forces

O. Scientific Advisory Board of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 1978-1983

P. Ann Arbor Veterans Administration Medical Center, Consultant, 1980--

Q. Board of Directors, Universities Associated for Research and Education in Pathology, Inc.


S. Consultant, Evaluate Ph.D. Program in Experimental Pathology at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, November 25-27, 1985

T. Schering Corporation, 1981--

U. The Upjohn Company, 1981--

V. Cytogen, 1983--

W. Mallinckrodt, Inc., Advisory Board, 1984--
V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

EDITORIAL ACTIVITIES:

B. American Review of Respiratory Diseases, Consulting Editor, 1977--
C. Annals of Internal Medicine, Consulting Editor, 1976-81
D. Archives of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Reviewer, 1973--
E. Arthritis and Rheumatism, Consulting Editor, 1975--
F. Clinical Immunology and Immunopathology, Consulting Editor, 1977--
G. CRC Critical Reviews in Free Radical Research, Advisory Board, 1986--
H. CRC Critical Reviews in Toxicology, Advisory Board, 1986--
I. Experimental Cell Research, Consulting Editor, 1980--
J. Experimental Lung Research, Consulting Editor, 1980--
K. Human Pathology, Consulting Editor, 1980--
L. Immunological Communications, 1971-1981
M. Immunopharmacology, Associate Editor, 1977-82
N. Infection and Immunity, Editorial Board, 1978--
P. Inflammation, Editorial Board, 1977-1981
Q. Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Consulting Editor, 1974-81
R. Journal of Clinical Investigation, 1982--
S. Journal of Experimental Cell Research, Consulting Editor,
T. Journal of Experimental Lung Research, Consulting Editor,
U. Journal of Experimental Pathology, 1986-
V. Journal of the Reticuloendothelial Society, Consulting Editor,
W. Journal of Clinical Investigation, Consulting Editor,
X. Journal of Immunology, Editorial Board, 1975-83
Y. Laboratory Investigation, Editorial Board, 1981--
Z. Nature, Consulting Editor, 1980
AA. New England Journal of Medicine, Consulting Editor, 1980--
AB. Journal of Critical Care, Editorial Board

INVITED LECTURES/SEMINARS:

1. Guest Speaker, "International Symposium on Monitoring and Manipulation in Autoimmune Disease and Organ Transplantation", in conjunction with the meeting of the Council of the Transplant Society, Chateau Laurier Hotel, Ottawa, Canada, July 28-31, 1985.
2. Lecturer, Second year class in Pathology, Medical College of Pennsylvania, August (2 days), 1985
9. Wellcome Professor, Department of Pathology, Richardson Laboratory, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada, October 20-22, 1985.
10. Lecturer, Clinical Immunology Series, University of Minnesota, Duluth, Minnesota, November 5, 1985.
13. Visiting Professor, Institute of Pathology, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, November 25-26, 1985.
15. Visiting Professor, Department of Pathology, Tripler Air Force Base, Honolulu, Hawaii, December 9-13, 1985.
16. Lecturer, "Mechanisms of Oxygen Radical Injury", Residency Program, Department of Emergency Medicine, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, Michigan, February 5, 1986.
17. Site Visit Member, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, Research Review Committee A, Bethesda, Maryland, March 5-7, 1986.
20. Visiting Professor, University Lecture Series, University of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas, Dallas, Texas, March 25-27, 1986
22. Visiting Professor, University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, March 31-April 2, 1986.
25. Review Committee Member, Pathology Site Visit at the University of Massachusetts, Worcester, Massachusetts, April 24-25, 1986.
26. Lecturer, Tenth Annual Hematopathology Course, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, Chevy Chase, Maryland, April 29, 1986.

28. Site Visit Member, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, Special Review, Dr. Ulevitch, Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla, California, May 18-20, 1986.


32. Lecturer, "Leukocytic Oxygen Products and Their Diverse Biological Effects", Satellite Symposia in conjunction with the 6th International Congress of Immunology, L'Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, July 5-6, 1986.


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFERRED JOURNALS:


**BOOKS/CHAPTERS IN BOOKS:**
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**ABSTRACTS AND MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS IN UNREFEREED JOURNALS:**


I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Chief, Laboratory Service, Ann Arbor Veterans Administration Medical Center and Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinic, Toledo, Ohio.
B. Consultant for referred orthopedic cases at University of Michigan.
C. Primary activities in anatomic pathology - surgical and autopsy.
D. General overview of clinical pathology at VA Medical Center.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Two to three days per week read out surgical cases with resident on one to one basis.
B. Review and oversee review of all autopsies with residents.
C. Supervise autopsy conferences with residents.
D. Oversee surgical diagnosis teaching activities by staff and consultant pathologists.
E. Participate in monthly Medicine-Pathology and Surgical Morbidity and Mortality conference at the Veterans Administration Medical Center.
F. Lecture, Bone and Joint, Second year medical students, three lectures.
G. Journal Club, Bone and Joint Pathology, Pathology Residents.
H. Participate in bi-weekly Oncology Review Board at VAMC.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT: None.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. Well-differentiated osteosarcoma.

ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION:


IV. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:

DEPARTMENTAL:

A. Resident Selection Committee.
MEDICAL SCHOOL/VA MEDICAL CENTER:

A. General administrative responsibility for Laboratory Service at the Ann Arbor Veterans Administration Medical Center and the Veterans Administration Outpatient Clinical, Toledo, Ohio (FTE 56.025 and 3.0 residents in training).
B. Executive Faculty, The University of Michigan Medical School.
C. Professional Standards Board (VAMC). Major decision-making board advising Chief of Staff.
D. Clinical Executive Board. Review activities consisting of all service chiefs (VAMC).
E. Transfusion Committee. Chair (VAMC).
F. Medical Audit Committee (VAMC).
G. Radiation Safety Committee (VAMC).
H. Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee (VAMC).
I. Library Committee (VAMC).
J. General responsibility for participation of VA Pathology staff in other medical center committees.
K. Acting Chief of Staff (VAMC), December, 1985, and January, February, 1986.
L. Quality Assurance Board, Chair, (VAMC).

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:

A. Red Cross Medical Advisory Board, Southeastern Michigan Region.
B. Special Project VACO, Review Pathology Service, East Orange, New Jersey

V. OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:

A. Inspector for College of American Pathologists, Inspection and Accreditation Program.
B. Deputy Medical Examiner, Washtenaw County.

VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:

I. CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

A. Director, General Ophthalmology Service, Kellogg Eye Center, University of Michigan Medical Center, including direct patient care and surgery.

B. Associate Director, Veterans Administration Ophthalmology Service, Veterans Administration Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

C. In charge of Ophthalmic Pathology Service, Departments of Ophthalmology and Pathology, University of Michigan Medical Center. Number of cases examined in the period of this report: 875 cases.

II. TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

A. Taking part in the regular teaching efforts for students, residents, and fellows as well as the postgraduate programs in Ophthalmology and Ophthalmic Surgery.

B. In charge of teaching and representation of Ophthalmic Pathology in the Departments of Ophthalmology and Pathology as well as at national and international Meetings. Ophthalmic Pathology is one of the basic subspecialties of Ophthalmology - and it is an important part of the written and oral examination of the American Board of Ophthalmology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

SPONSORED SUPPORT:

A. Research in Ophthalmic Pathology has had continuous support from The Research to Prevent Blindness, Inc., New York, N.Y. for more than ten years.

B. Experts in both, the Ophthalmology and Pathology Departments, have continuously contributed the most valuable support and advice in the general research effort as well as in specific research projects in Ophthalmic Pathology. As a result of progressing integration of the Ophthalmic Pathology Service, the most modern technical facilities in both Departments have been available and have been utilized continuously with much success.

PROJECTS UNDER STUDY:

A. The place of cells of macrophage origin in ocular pathology.

B. The nature and significance of proteinaceous depositions on intraocular lens implants and similar devices.

C. The role of white clots in the control of massive arterial intraocular bleeding.

D. Pathology of intraocular lens implantation.

E. Stages in the development of malignant uveal melanomas.

F. Pathology of radial keratotomy.
IV. **ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVITIES:**

**DEPARTMENTAL:**

A. Planning and organization of daily routine, teaching and research in Ophthalmic Pathology - including continuous publication and presentation of results on an international level.

B. Usual administrative function of a Professor in the Departments of Ophthalmology and Pathology.

C. Some administrative aspects of the Ophthalmology Service in the Ann Arbor Veterans Administration Medical Center.

**MEDICAL SCHOOL/HOSPITAL:**

A. Member, Medical Student Research Committee.

B. Member, Tissue Committee.

C. VA Hospital Surgery Committee.

D. Member, Medical Staff of University Hospital.

E. Member, Medical Staff of Ann Arbor VA Medical Center.

F. Director, General Ophthalmology Clinic, Kellogg Eye Center.

**REGIONAL AND NATIONAL:**

A. Member, AMA.

B. Member, American Ophthalmological Society.

C. Member, American Academy of Ophthalmology.

D. Member, German Ophthalmological Society.

E. Member, Association for Research in Ophthalmology.

F. Member, Detroit Ophthalmology Club.

G. Member, University of Michigan Ophthalmology Alumni Association.

H. Member, Contact Lens Association of America.

I. Member, Association of American Ophthalmic Pathologists.

J. Member, Theobald Society of Ophthalmic Pathology.

K. Member, Michigan Ophthalmological Society.

L. Honorary Member, Association of Pediatric Ophthalmology.

V. **OTHER RELEVANT ACTIVITIES:**

**PRESENTATIONS AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS:**


VI. PUBLICATIONS:

ARTICLES PUBLISHED OR ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN REFEREED JOURNALS:
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Program and Section Reports
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

The Department of Pathology has continued to offer a number of diverse programs within the Medical School, Dental School, School of Public Health, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, and the Rackham School of Graduate Studies. These include courses requiring formal lecture and laboratory exercises, as well as providing for senior medical student pathology elective clerkships. Within the Medical Center context, Departmental teaching activities extend not only to medical students, but also house officers and the staff of many clinical departments in the form of regularly scheduled formal conferences. Departmental teaching also extends to practitioners in the region and nation through courses given through the continuing Medical Education Programs.

This represents the second year in which the Sophomore Pathology Course (Path 600) has been taught under a "revised" teaching format. The structure of the course is predicated on the students' acceptance of a significant responsibility for their own education, under faculty guidance. This is achieved through the use of focused faculty lectures, directed laboratory sessions, and more emphasis placed on student home study requiring text reading, utilization of microscopes, slide sets and descriptive syllabi. Formal course evaluation indicated that the revised course format continued to function smoothly and was well accepted by the students. In addition, efforts to closely correlate the Introduction to Clinical Sciences Course (ICS-601) with the Sophomore Pathology Course functioned to enhance the students' educational experience and reinforce "core" material.

Formal courses given within the Department include:

COURSES IN THE "STANDARD" MEDICAL CURRICULUM

1. ICS 500:
   a. Introductory Lectures on General Pathology (20 contact hours)

2. ICS 600/601:
   a. Immunopathology Sequence (15 contact hours)
   b. Clinicopathologic Conferences (10 contact hours)
   c. Selected Topics in Surgical Pathology

3. NBS 600:
   a. Neuropathology (18 contact hours)

* House Officer training, postdoctoral research training, and the Medical Technology program are discussed elsewhere.
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4. **Pathology 600:**
   a. 75 hours of whole-class lecture, 45 hours of laboratory (in each of the four section--120 contact hours)

5. **Pathology Clerkships:**
   a. Elected by 40 students at University Hospitals

**COURSES IN THE DENTAL CURRICULUM GRADUATE SCHOOL LS&A, ALLIED HEALTH/SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH**

1. **Pathology 630:**
   a. General Pathology lectures (45 contact hours)

2. **Pathology 631:**
   a. Pathology Laboratory (90 contact hours) each of three sections (assisted by Oral Pathology staff)

3. **Pathology 858:**
   a. Neuropathology (23 contact hours)

**POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE/CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION**

1. Phlebotomy Team, May 8-9
2. Current Topics in Blood Banking, May 29-30
3. Clinical Laboratory Computers, June 12-13

V. Clinical Conferences

The Department of Pathology provides an important educational service to many other clinical departments through regular participation in interdepartmental working/teaching conferences. The Department is involved in many such conferences on a weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly basis. The units served include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal Medicine</th>
<th>Pediatrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Gastroenterology</td>
<td>- Cardiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nephrology</td>
<td>- Oncology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hematology/Oncology</td>
<td>- Gastroenterology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nuclear Medicine</td>
<td>- General (Death Conference, CPC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pulmonary Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arthritis</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cardiology</td>
<td>- Oncology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- General (Necropsy Review, CPC)</td>
<td>Oral Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>General Surgery (Breast, GI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurosurgery</td>
<td>Otorhinolaryngology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Joseph C. Fantone, M.D.
Director
Educational Activities
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DIVISION OF ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

The outstanding event for the Division of Anatomic Pathology during the 1985-1986 fiscal year, was, of course, the move to the new University Hospital. For those branches of the Division (Surgical Pathology, Cytopathology, Necropsy), assigned to the new hospital, the move demanded rapid accommodation to entirely new facilities. However, even for those elements remaining in their accustomed places (Neuropathology, Electron Microscopy), the move demanded the development of new patterns of communication and interaction with colleagues in the Pathology Department and on other clinical services.

By all accounts the move went very smoothly despite the magnitude and complexity of the associated tasks. Although only a few months have elapsed since the move, activities within the Division have begun to settle into a comfortable routine.

An immediate, positive consequence of the move has been a most welcome facilitation of the interchange between members of our anatomic diagnostic team and colleagues from the various other clinical services. A similarly welcome by-product of the move has been the juxtaposition of surgical pathology and cytopathology, an event which has greatly enhanced exchange of diagnostic information.

A somewhat negative consequence of the move has been the scattering of departmental colleagues into multiple buildings. Despite the distances involved, the immediate needs of patient service within the Division have been met by appropriate communication and transport devices. (eg. electronic paging, pneumatic tubes). Nonetheless, the collegial interchange which was virtually automatic when we were together geographically must now be consciously nurtured, using formally scheduled meetings, designated times for making "rounds" within the Department and the like.

The activities of the several services of the Division are outlined below.

Gerald D. Abrams, M.D.
Director
Anatomic Pathology
Since the activation of the new University Hospital, the Surgical Pathology Service has come to occupy laboratories in two buildings.

The original laboratory in Medical Sciences Building I is being maintained in a slightly contracted form, for the processing of dermatologic and ophthalmologic specimens from University Hospital, and for all material sent into the Department from outside sources. The Neuropathology tissue laboratory has also been integrated into this area, making maximal use of the space. Immediately adjacent, are diagnostic cubicles for sign-out of specimens processed in the laboratory. Secretarial support in the area is appropriately linked to the hospital-laboratory computer system.

The main locus of the Service has shifted to the second level of University Hospital where processing of all in-house specimens, other than those from Dermatology and Ophthalmology, is accomplished. Specimens from Mott Hospital are also processed in that laboratory. Immediately adjacent are two diagnostic cubicles and appropriate secretarial support. One of the rooms is reserved for pediatric specimens, while the other is devoted to the diagnosis of all in-house biopsies and all outside slides accompanying patients referred to University Hospital. A satellite tissue laboratory has been established in the Operating Room Suite; and within that space all frozen-section specimens (from Mott OR as well) are accessioned, processed, and diagnosed. All surgically resected specimens from the OR are also accessioned, "grossed-in", and subsequently diagnosed in this same cubicle. Access to archival material is via pneumatic tube, as is rapid transport of fresh tissue to Neuropathology, Ligand Assay and Flow Cytometry facilities in Med Sci I.

From the several months of experience since the move, it is clear that patient care has been improved by our "new" proximity to clinical colleagues. Particularly in the OR laboratory, the everyday direct interaction with attending physicians has enhanced our diagnostic service and our teaching program.

The establishment of diagnostic facilities in multiple locations has required the development of specimen-tracking capabilities in the lab computer system. Accordingly, a new scheme of accessioning has been developed, which incorporates a code for the source of the specimen and for its routing within the department. This system, operative since January 1, will readily accommodate the anticipated flow of M-Labs specimens.

During the past fiscal year, the number of accessioned surgical cases has increased approximately 9%, continuing the trend of recent years. This increase in volume (and, by all accounts, complexity) of cases has been handled with no increase in staff, a fact which reflects the dedication of our cadre of surgical pathologists and the efficient use of an internal consultation system developed.
over the past five years. This growth, at the same time, has strained the technical personnel of the tissue laboratory, particularly in the face of some inevitable loss of efficiency entailed in having histotechnologists working in three locations instead of one. Thus, staffing of the laboratories will require close monitoring and possible adjustment in the near future to assure continued delivery of timely, high quality services.

The growth of in-house Surgical pathology material has been accompanied by an even greater increment in the volume of slides referred in consultation by pathologists in other institutions. This flow of material enriches the departmental teaching and research programs, and constitutes a gratifying tribute to the recognized expertise of our Surgical Pathology Staff.

Gerald D. Abrams, M.D.
Director
Surgical Pathology Service
The Cytopathology Laboratory continues to show a steady increase in the number of specimens it handles, particularly non-gynecologic specimens. This increase in non-gynecologic specimens is a continuation of a trend, beginning six years ago, in which the number of such specimens has doubled.

Aspiration cytology is now well established in our medical center with the laboratory now receiving about 1,000 fine needle aspirates per year. About 50 percent of the aspirates are sent to the laboratory from the Department of Radiology and consist of aspirates of breast or of deeply situated organs, with specimens from the latter being obtained by special imaging techniques. For the last four years the laboratory has provided rapid on-site interpretation of all aspirates of deeply situated lesions, a service much appreciated by the radiologists.

Aspirations of superficial lesions are being performed by the pathologists, either in the patients' rooms or in the outpatient clinics. Our availability on short notice with immediate interpretation of the aspirates is a great help to the clinicians.

The change over to the new laboratory was not without its stresses, caused not only by the upheaval itself but also by moving into a laboratory much smaller than the previous one and the ensuing physical fragmentation of the laboratory. A noticeable advantage of the move is in having a separate cytopathology sign-out room close to a surgical diagnostic room, which facilitates the correlation of cytopathology with surgical pathology.

Bernard Naylor, M.D.
Director
Cytopathology Laboratory
During the past year 394 necropsies were performed compared to 328 necropsies during the previous year. Seventy (18%) were performed as Medical Examiner cases. This compares to sixty eight (20%) Medical Examiner cases performed last year. Thirty eight percent of hospital deaths were autopsied. Sixteen Departmental staff members served as attending staff for the Necropsy Service during the past year, either as a regular duty assignment and/or an on-call assignment. The service is staffed by two full time technicians.

In addition to the above mentioned necropsies performed in our Department, there are a significant number of necropsies performed on Teratology Unit cases and stillborn infants by Dr. Mason Barr of the Department of Pediatrics.

Paul W. Gikas, M.D.
Director
Necropsy Service
During the twelve month period of July 1, 1985 - June 30, 1986 a total of 722 specimens were processed by the Electron Microscopy Service in the Department of Pathology. This represents a marked increase of 31% over 1984-85 when 496 specimens were processed. Of this total 421 specimens were clinical biopsies and 301 were research samples.

The past year has seen many changes in the personnel of the Electron Microscopy Service. After many years of faithful service to the Department the supervisor of the Electron Microscopy Laboratory Ms. Branca Baic retired. Ms. Baic was a dedicated valuable employee and her expertise and professionalism will be missed. Mr. Phillip Gage one of our electron microscopy technicians also left the service; in this case to pursue graduate studies. With these departures Mr. Joe Mailloux was made supervisor of the electron microscopy service. Joe has worked in the electron microscopy laboratory for several years and was able in a short period of time to familiarize himself with his new duties. Currently the service is performing at the same high standards as occurred under the leadership of Ms. Baic.

The Electron Microscopy Service continues to expand in the area of providing service to researchers. Currently we provide morphologic evaluation of research material not only for members of our Department but also faculty in the Departments of Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, Surgery and Dermatology. It is anticipated that this type of service will continue to increase and we are encouraging the investigators to incorporate the electron microscopy charges into their research grants.

Finally, effects are continuing in the area of morphometric evaluation of electron microscopy specimens. To that end the Department has developed a morphometric facility using a Bioquant image analysis system. Research is continuing on ways to make precise quantitative assessment of ultrastructural abnormalities particularly as applies to renal biopsies.

Kent J. Johnson, M.D.
Director
Electron Microscopy Service
The Laboratory of Neuropathology continues to have three interrelated functions: Laboratory diagnostic service, teaching, and research in experimental animal work and human disease.

Full time faculty continuing this year were Constance J. D'Amato, B.S., Assistant Professor, and Paul E. McKeever, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor. Dr. Samuel P. Hicks was not on active status due to illness, but will be again on Active Emeritus status beginning July 1986. Dr. Mila Blaivas joined the Department of Pathology in July, 1985, and spent 40% of her time in Neuropathology teaching and service programs.

CLINICAL ACTIVITIES:

Clinical services are the examination and diagnosis of disease conditions, and their correlation with the clinical findings, in nervous system tissues, muscle, and other tissues and body components.

1. Four hundred and ninety-nine Neurosurgical cases were examined this year from Main, Mott and outside hospitals in consultation. Fifty-two cases were referrals from other institutions. Twenty additional cases were referred from elsewhere as part of the NIH funded study of BUDR radio-sensitization of gliomas 1R01CA33768-01A2. The increase in cases due in part to new and returning Neurosurgery staff and in part to consultations from clinical colleagues and the Brain Tumor Study Group.

2. Three hundred and thirty brains were examined from this Medical Center, and nine from other institutions and hospitals.

3. Nerve and muscle pathology service has increased over the year. There were 101 muscle biopsies, nearly all with histochemistry, seven with electron microscopy. There were 30 peripheral nerve biopsies. Teased fiber preparations were performed and interpreted on 7 cases, and electron microscopy was performed on 22 nerve biopsies.

Dr. Mila Blaivas went to the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology for one week of intensive instruction on nerve and muscle biopsies. From this she improved our own muscle histochemistry and started morphometry on nerve and muscle. Dr. Blaivas also attended a 1 week course and conference of the Peripheral Neuropathy Association of America. Upon her return, she improved the teased nerve fiber service. This is a new addition to Neuropathology service needed by other departments including Neurology. The combination of nerve teasing and morphometry make the service regionally competitive for diagnostic consultation.
4. Ultrastructural neuropathology examined, interpreted and reported 66 cases in semithin section and electron micrographs of 39 cases.

TEACHING ACTIVITIES:

1. Medical students. This year the faculty taught the regular Neuropathology sequence to our medical students (20 hours) in the Neural and Behavioral Sciences 600 curriculum. NBS Neuropathology consists of microscopic sections, handouts, posters, lectures and laboratories for all second year medical students.

2. House officers, graduate students, postgraduate and other students, and faculty. All of the service activities are integrated appropriately into teaching. Specific exercises include twice monthly conferences where all biopsies are presented and interpreted; a brain cutting conference with all clinicians invited weekly; monthly muscle biopsy conference; individual instruction on autopsies and biopsy material; Neuropathology 858, a 16-18 hour laboratory-lecture course; and elective periods for Neurology house officers. Continuing Medical Education accreditation has been received for the biopsy conference and brain conference.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES:

1. The research of Dr. Hicks and Ms. D'Amato (see their respective personal reports for details) concerns: 1.) the study of the basal lamina and the study of oxygen free radicals produced in phagocytes in the rat fetus cephalic neural tube and their relation to malformation and recovery of the fetus in genetic and radiation induced injury; 2.) development of the capacity of astrocytes to undergo gliosis and the role of astrocytes in development of neurons; and 3.) a collaborative biochemical study of the autopsy brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease and other dementias with Drs. Anne Young and John Penney, in which Dr. Hicks and Ms. D'Amato examine the brains morphologically.

2. Dr. McKeever is interested in determining the extent and cause of differences in antigens in brain tumor tissue versus cells in culture. These differences may result from a separate population of cells within brain tumors or from instability of antigen expression by neoplastic cells.

3. The Brain Tumor Study Group, faculty and staff with clinical research interests in brain tumors, met regularly this year with Neurosurgery, Nuclear Medicine, Neuropathology, Neurology and Neuroradiology attending.

4. The Neuropathology faculty have collaborated with Neurology and Epidemiology Departments to generate a proposal to establish a registry for dementias and Alzheimer's disease.

Paul E. McKeever, M.D., Ph.D.
Director
Neuropathology Service
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The specific activities of the various Clinical Pathology Laboratories are detailed on the following pages. However, two major programmatic innovations were overriding concerns for all Laboratories during the year.

The activation of the Laboratories in the new Adult General Hospital necessitated numerous planning meetings, and culminated in the move to the new facilities in February and March, 1986. Planning for the new Laboratories began in 1979 with conceptual conferences, visits to other laboratories and "gaming" sessions. This was followed by more specific architectural detailing of laboratories, programmatic revisions due to space cut-backs, and the major reorganization necessitated by the need to include the Surgical Pathology Laboratories in the AGH. Coordination of the move with other Hospital departments became a paramount issue so that continuity of patient care could be maintained.

Compounding the efforts of the Laboratories to move to the new facility in an uncomplicated manner, was the previously unforeseen need to consolidate simultaneously the majority of the Limited Special Function Laboratories in University Hospital. All of the LSFL in the Department of Pediatrics, and most of those in the Department of Internal Medicine, were consolidated into the Clinical Pathology Laboratories during the past year. By the time of the move consolidation was completed, with smooth transition of personnel and equipment, and maintenance of patient care support. While all of the Laboratories participated, and medical and technical personnel spent numerous hours in this effort, special recognition should be accorded to Mrs. Anita Liberman-Lampear, who coordinated both the activation and consolidation programs. Successful implementation of either program over such a short time would have been noteworthy; however, their simultaneous successful implementation is truly remarkable.

Aside from the intense efforts surrounding the Hospital move and consolidation of the LSFL, the Clinical Pathology Laboratories played a major role in providing support for the expansion of the institution's Organ Transplantation Program, especially liver homotransplantation. During the coming year there will be further efforts at cost containment without compromising our commitment to the highest quality of patient care support. We anticipate focusing of efforts on upgrading of equipment in the Laboratory Data Center to provide greater versatility and efficiency of data collection and presentation.

Harold A. Oberman, M.D.
Head, Section of Clinical Pathology
PATIENT CARE:

There was a considerable increase in blood utilization during the past year. For example, the number of units of Red Blood Cells issued to University Hospital patients increased by 10 per cent, while the number of platelet concentrates increased by 25 per cent. This reflected the high occupancy of the institution, as well as the complex surgical procedures performed. Similarly, there was considerable growth in the number of patients seen in the Laboratory for therapeutic plasma exchange and for outpatient transfusion.

A major effort of the Blood Bank staff related to the relocation to the new Adult General Hospital. The move was accomplished with continual maintenance of service, and with minimal overlap of blood issuance from old and new facilities.

The Blood Bank was an integral part of the Liver Homotransplantation Program initiated during the second half of 1985. In addition, planning began for the Laboratory's role in the proposed Bone Marrow Homotransplantation Program. Another improvement in patient care initiated during the past year was the installation of a blood irradiator, thereby allowing the Laboratory to provide irradiated blood components on a rapid turn-around time basis. The Laboratory also implemented routine testing of all blood components for anti-HTLV-III and modified the crossmatch procedure to decrease issuance time for blood components.

Finally, the Laboratory completed planning for a Home Transfusion Program. This will allow patients to receive transfusions of blood and components in their home, or in hospice settings. Such off-site transfusions, while representing a distinct convenience to the patient, necessitate detailed planning to ensure patient safety.

TEACHING ACTIVITIES: (University of Michigan)

The medical and technical staff of the Laboratory provided a number of lectures to departments and services in University Hospitals. The annual course in Blood Banking for Pathology and Hematology House Officers was held in July. The Continuing Education Program for nurses was provided on a monthly basis throughout the year. The 13th Annual Postgraduate Course, "Current Topics in Blood Banking", was held on May 28-30, 1986, and over 200 technologists and physicians from throughout the United States attended. Suzanne Butch, Chief Technologist of the Laboratory, was Program Director of the Course, and ten members of the Laboratory's staff participated as Course faculty.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Blood Bank technologists served as members of a number of Hospital committees; moreover, they participated in a variety of regional and national organizational efforts. These are summarized in the attached Appendix. Expecially
noteworthy was the election of Suzanne Butch, Chief Technologist of the Laboratory, to membership on the Board of Directors of the American Association of Blood Banks. John Judd, Associate Professor, is a member of the Scientific Section of the American Association of Blood Banks, and Ronald Salisbury, supervisory technologist, is Chairman of the Medlab Blood User's computer group. Beth Stoner won the Williams Scholarship of the Michigan Association of Blood Banks for 1986, and Louann Trudeau served as Editor of the Michigan Association of Blood Banks newsletter. Publications from the Laboratory are included in the Annual Reports of individual faculty.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PUBLICATIONS:

The Laboratory initiated studies in use of sterile connecting devices for preparation of blood components, and also evaluated solid phase serologic techniques for red cell typing. During the coming year the Laboratory will implement testing of blood products for anti-Hepatitis core antibody and alanine aminotransferase, measures intended to reduce the incidence of NANB Hepatitis. Evaluation of solid phase techniques for detection of platelet antibodies should be completed during the coming year. Publications of Laboratory staff are listed under their individual reports.

Harold A. Oberman, M.D.
Director
Blood Bank
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APPENDIX
INDIVIDUAL REPORTS

SUZANNE BUTCH:

1. University Hospital committees:
   a. Transfusion Committee
   b. Quality Assurance Committee
   c. Disaster Committee

2. American Association of Blood Banks:
   a. Board of Directors
   b. Ad hoc committee on Teleconferencing
   c. Committee on Regional Educational Alternatives
   d. Committee on Pediatric Hemotherapy
   e. Inspector, Inspection and Accreditation Program

3. American Society for Medical Technology:
   a. Elections committee
   b. Director, ASMT Education and Research Fund, Inc.

4. Michigan Society for Medical Technology:
   a. Program Committee
   b. Student Bowl judge
   c. Editor of newsletter

5. National Certifying Agency for Clinical Laboratory Scientists:
   a. Question reviewer

6. Planned Parenthood of Mid-Michigan:
   a. Board of Directors

7. Reviewed papers for:
   a. Journal of Medical Technology
   b. TRANSFUSION
   c. Vox Sanguinis

8. Michigan Association of Blood Banks:
   a. Program Committee
   b. Seminar Co-chairman

9. Presentations at state and national meetings:
DEBORAH WILLIAMS:


RON SALISBURY:

1. Chairman, Blood Bank subcommittee, Medlab computers.
2. "Neonatal Transfusion". Lecture to Michigan Society for Medical Technology meeting.

JUDITH DOUVILLE and MARY MC IVOR:


DALLAS FORSHEW:


DEBBIE ROSS-STEEL:

1. Presentation of seven lectures on Blood Bank Policies to newly-hired nurses in University Hospital.
2. Presentation of seven lectures on Adverse Reactions to Blood Transfusion. Continuing Education of Nurses Program. University Hospitals.

ANN STEINER:

1. Inspector for I&A Program of the American Association of Blood Banks.
3. Publication (see report of W.J. Judd).
CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL DEPARTMENTAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

SECTION OVERVIEW:

During the past year, the Clinical Biochemistry Section has been largely affected by two major processes; the move to the new hospital and the incorporation of many limited function laboratories.

The careful planning, especially by the chief technologists, supervisors and administrative staff, allowed the move to the new hospital facility to be accomplished with minimal disturbance of turn-around-time for patient samples. In addition, during the move itself, the cooperation of the laboratory staff in moving the delicate instruments and sorting the materials during periods of low test volume was key to the success of the laboratory move.

To improve the overall laboratory efficiency of the hospital, numerous limited special function laboratories have been incorporated into the Biochemistry Section during the past year. These have been accomplished with no increase in turn-around-time for testing, improved logistics of test availability, and, in general, with the good cooperation of the clinical staff. The incorporation has been accomplished with minimal incremental personnel resulting in a net saving of personnel for the institution.

Lastly, the Biochemistry Section is planning to improve the utilization of its available tests by evaluating current ordering patterns and information use by the clinical staff. With this information as a base, we will make recommendations next year for future instrumentation tailored to meet the legitimate clinical needs and programs. This will result in a decrease in redundant or excessive laboratory testing which is not needed for diagnosis or management.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: -- Donald Giacherio, Ph.D., Laboratory Director.

Since the move into the new hospital facility, the General Chemistry Laboratory has experienced a 15% increase in volume over the previous two pre-move months, and an 18.4% increase over the average of the first four months of 1985. This increase has been handled by the laboratory with no increase in personnel and a minimal increase in commodity budget.

Several clinically relevant new procedures have been added to the General Chemistry Laboratory. During routine working hours, digoxin is performed in the Ligand Assay Laboratory and Acetaminophen is performed in the Toxicology Laboratory. Off-hour coverage, however, resulted in a technologist for those laboratories being called in to perform the test at considerable cost to the institution. Backup procedures have been developed in the General Chemistry Laboratory which allow these tests to be offered without calling in a technologist. This gives better service to the clinician with less overall cost to the hospital.
For patients with cardiovascular disease, the General Chemistry laboratory has developed three relevant procedures previously unavailable at this institution. Recent studies have demonstrated that Apolipoproteins A-1 and B are important predictors for atherosclerosis. These are now performed routinely by this laboratory. In addition, a cholesterol profile has been added.

It is often difficult for the clinician to obtain a complete collection of 24 hour urines for studying renal function. Although we still recommend such collections, when it is not possible to obtain one, we now offer a protein/creatinine ratio which provides useful information to the clinician about glomerular stability.

To aid the Clinical Immunology Laboratory, procedures to perform immunoglobulin and complement quantification have been set up on the RA-1000. The assays are performed by cooperation of the two staffs. This will allow the Clinical Immunology Laboratory to wait until more advanced instrumentation becomes available this Fall rather than renewing a contract with an antiquated instrument which costs more to run both in terms of reagents and technologist time. Also, this laboratory now performs the total protein on serum and urine for the Clinical Immunology Laboratory, thereby removing a redundant procedure.

Lastly, procedures formerly performed in the Hyperlipidemia Laboratory and the Urine Catecholamine Laboratory are now performed in the General Chemistry Laboratory with a net saving to the institution of 2 FTE.

SPECIAL CHEMISTRY/TOXICOLOGY LABORATORY -- Thomas Annesley, Ph.D., Laboratory Director.

The demand on laboratory services for this laboratory continues to increase at a dramatic rate. The total laboratory volume is up 28 per cent during the past year. One major reason is the successful transplantation program which has generated a 44% increase in volume of cyclosporine assays in the past year. Our laboratory has been able to keep pace with this increase by the development of a new HPLC assay that has numerous improvements over previous assays. The reduced cost of this assay will also result in a future significant cost savings for the laboratory. In addition, the unique method will be part of the reviewed literature and will likely serve as a major model for the procedure nationally. Further, we have expanded cyclosporine testing to seven days a week in order to meet the needs of the expanding Transplantation Service. This has been accomplished with no incremental personnel and no increase in instrumentation.

Several new tests and methodologies have been developed by this laboratory in the past year to meet the needs of our clinical staff. These include: Tocainamide, Flecainide, 9-carboxy-THC by GC/MS, Cocaine by GC/MS, Opiates by GC/MS, Tricyclic drugs by EMIT and free drugs by fluorescence polarization. Furthermore, there are several drugs in the final stages of development, including: Diazepam, Nordiazepam, Clonazepam and Amiodarone.

Consolidation of the Pediatric Neurology Laboratory in July, 1985 produced a significant increase in test volume, as well as new pressures related to the need for rapid reporting of test results to outpatient clinics. A net reduction in hospital personnel from 1.5 to 0.5 was to have been achieved. However, the Special Chemistry/Toxicology Laboratory was able to handle this increased demand with no incremental personnel.
Lastly, for the incorporation of the Hypertension Laboratory, the Special Chemistry/Toxicology Laboratory has evaluated several instruments for plasma and urine catecholamine determinations. At this time, two high performance liquid chromatography instruments have been purchased. Introduction of the new urine and plasma catecholamine assays will be late summer 1986. The methodology represents a significant improvement over presently available procedures for this institution.

LIGAND ASSAY LABORATORY: -- Barry England, Ph.D., Laboratory Director.

During the past year, the Ligand Assay Laboratory has assumed the role of reference laboratory for the Ann Arbor Veteran's Administration Hospital and the MDS clinical laboratories. Tests offered include: aldosterone, alphafetoprotein, amikacin, androstenedione, anti-DNA antibody, beta2-microglobulin, C-peptide of insulin, calcitonin, carcinoembryonic antigen, cholyglycine, cortisol, cAMP, digitoxin, digoxin, estradiol-17B, ferritin, folate, FSH, free testosterone, gastrin, gentamicin and growth hormone.

As with the above laboratories, the Ligand Assay Laboratory has experienced a significant increase in volume during the past year. Consolidation of tests from two laboratories into Ligand Assay Laboratory was effected during the past year. Anti-DNA antibody testing was transferred from the Arthritis Laboratory and the Nuclear Medicine in vitro laboratory was incorporated as well. The tests for the latter include T3U by RIA, triiodothyronine, (T3U) uptake, reverse T3, free thyroxine and total thyroxine by RIA. Insulin was introduced as well during the past year.

Data on the workload of the new tests is available for the month of March to allow overall comparison. The total number of thyroid tests analyzed was 1,645 with 126 anti-DNA determinations. This compares with the total of 5,015 non-thyroid tests for the same month. The total number of specimens analyzed from July 1, 1985 through March 31, 1986 was 44,606 compared to a volume of 41,823 for the same period of the previous year. These statistics do not include the MDS and VA consultations mentioned above which are about 1,000 per month beginning March, 1986. The ability of the Ligand Assay Laboratory to deal with this increased volume was due to the purchase of a state-of-the-art automated RIA instrument (Kineticount) capable of providing fast throughout for a comparatively large number of samples. The incorporation of all these tests and the above-mentioned laboratories have been accomplished with an increment of 1.3 FTE. A net savings to the institution of 1.7 FTE was achieved.

CLINICAL IMMUNOPATHOLOGY LABORATORY -- David F. Keren, M.D., Laboratory Director.

The Clinical Immunopathology Laboratory has made several major changes in the past year to both improve efficiency of operations and to offer the most up to date, clinically relevant testing. On the first point, we have begun performing quantifications of IgG, IgA, IgM, Kappa, Lambda, C3, C4, alpha-1 antitrypsin, C-reactive protein and propeptide factor B on the RA-1000 in the General Chemistry Laboratory. This instrument has a greater throughput than the former ICS system and allows the laboratory to more efficiently handle the workload. In addition, total serum and urine protein assays have been transferred to the General Chemistry Laboratory. These efficiencies have allowed us to deal with the massive increase in the labor-intensive ANA and rheumatoid factor assays described below.
As part of our long range strategy to deal with inappropriate ordering of expensive laboratory tests, we have initiated a screening program for serum immunoelectrophoresis and immunofixation requests. These are requested for patients suspected of having a monoclonal gammopathy. Formerly, such a request would generate a protein electrophoresis, immunoelectrophoresis and quantification of IgG, IgA and IgM. This would take three days to one week to perform. Now we perform high resolution electrophoresis and quantification for IgG, IgA, IgM, K and L the same day. In the vast majority of cases, a diagnosis can be rendered in one day. Our statistics indicated that although there has been a 21 per cent increase in requests for immunoelectrophoretic analysis from one year ago, we now perform 51 per cent fewer assays. This translates into savings of reagents, technologist time, and patient hospital days for inpatients.

The antinuclear antibody and rheumatoid factor testing from the Arthritis Laboratory has been incorporated into the Clinical Immunology Laboratory in the past year. This has resulted in greater than a 400 per cent increase in the volume of ANAs performed (116/month in 1985 vs. 468/month in 1986). At the same time, there has been a 200 per cent increase in the rheumatoid factor assays. Additional tests include expanded extractable nuclear antigen testing. Despite having only one additional FTE, the above-mentioned improvements in overall laboratory efficiency have allowed this incorporation to proceed smoothly with no interruption for patient care. Most ANAs are now completed within 48 working hours.

Presently, the laboratory is evaluating new instrumentation which may permit us to further expand the repertoire of relevant testing while not increasing either technical or commodity budgets.

David F. Keren, M.D.
Director
Clinical Biochemistry Section
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LABORATORY ACTIVITIES:

1. For the three months period of March to May 1986 which followed both the consolidation of the Pediatric and Adult Hematology Laboratories with the Hematology Laboratory of the Department of Hematology, the Laboratory carried out a total of 110,998 tests which represents an increase of 43 percent over the same three month period of the previous year. The percent of labor-intensive tests increased by 28.5 percent and the number of cases requiring review by the pathologists rose by 22 percent. The bulk of their work is carried out in the Main Hematology Laboratory, while a satellite Laboratory located in the clinic area of the outpatient building services both Pediatric and Adult clinics as well as other clinics requiring hematology studies. The consolidation of the hematology services and the Arthritis Clinic involved both an increase in the load of procedures already carried out in our laboratory as well as the implementation of new methodologies. Together with the aid of the Phlebotomy Service and the Laboratory Data Center, the turnaround times for the various procedures which include bone marrow aspirates and cytochemistries have not increased.

2. Additional tests and technical changes made in the Laboratory include:
   a. bone marrow aspirates
   b. cytochemistries
   c. joint fluids: mucin clot; crystal examination
   d. osmotic fragility
   e. tests for PNH
   f. tests for Heinz bodies

TEACHING ACTIVITIES

1. Pathology House Officers participated in the following activities:
   a. Daily review of abnormal blood smears, body fluids, bone marrow aspirates, bone marrow biopsies, and lymph node biopsies.
   b. Review of consultation cases in hematopathology (lymph node biopsies, bone marrow biopsies, fine-needle-aspirates and splenectomy specimens).
   c. Correlation of morphology with special studies (cytochemistry, flow cytometry, immunoperoxidase and electron microscopy).
   d. Daily review of cases submitted to the Flow Cytometry Laboratory (hematopathology, transplant immunology, and the evaluation of primary and secondary immune deficiencies).

2. Medical Technology students participated in all laboratory activities during 6-week rotations in their internship year.

FY 86/87 GOALS:

1. Creation of a Hematopathology Division within the Department of Pathology.
2. A formal daily sign out of bone marrow biopsies together with bone marrow aspirates and peripheral blood smears.
3. Correlation of bone marrow and peripheral blood morphology with flow cytometry data (immunologic markers and DNA analysis).
4. Set-up biweekly conferences with clinical pediatric and adult hematology/oncology fellows and staff for review of interesting cases on the six headed microscope.
5. Establishing a monthly hematopathology journal club.

Bertram Schnitzer, M.D.

Lloyd M. Stoolman, M.D.
Directors
Clinical Hematology Laboratory
LABORATORY ACTIVITIES:

In addition to a most successful move to the new AGH, our work volume increased from 92,897 tests in 1984/85 to 111,882 tests in 1985/86, a 20.4 percent increase. Significant increases in test volume were seen in blood cultures, antimicrobial susceptibility testing, urine cultures, microbial antigen testing and pediatric blood and cerebrospinal fluid culture.

The pediatric workload and staff are now incorporated into the laboratory.

Other accomplishments in the laboratory include a series of new tests such as:

1. Direct antigen (4 organisms), CSF and urine
2. Direct antigen for group A strep, throat screens
3. Hemophilus screen and typing
4. Strep pneumoniae typing
5. Serum bactericidal test
6. Bordetella fluorescent antibody
7. Corynebacterium diptheriae screen
8. Beta strep/staph screen
9. Beta strep/gonococcus screen
10. Adult Isolator for mycobacteria from blood
11. Quantitative pediatric Isolator

A major effort in the implementation of valid rapid microbiologic methods into the laboratory resulted in the implementation of the following tests:

1. isolator method for fungi
2. isolator method for pediatric specimens
3. direct pediatric blood antimicrobial susceptibilities
4. direct Chlamydia fluorescent antibody
5. Cytomegalovirus scan
6. rapid Hemophilus test
7. rapid blood pellet method

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES:

Significant advances are being made for rapid diagnosis of infectious agents by direct analysis of body fluids and tissues using immunologic and biochemical techniques such as latex agglutination, ELISA, gas-liquid chromatography and DNA probes. The Clinical Microbiology Laboratory has been actively involved in the development and utilization of these techniques during the year. Several commercial kits using antibody-coated latex particles were evaluated for their ability
to accurately detect Streptococcus pyogenes antigens from throat cultures and circulating Candida spp. antigens in serum. ELISA is currently being investigated as a sensitive technique to detect gastro-intestinal toxins. The application of gas-liquid chromatography is being expanded to assist in the identification of non-reactive and slow-growing microorganisms. Corynebacterium group JK is now rapidly being identified using this method developed in this laboratory. The use of this technique is being investigated for its ability to detect metabolic products in patient tissues generated during infection. DNA probes are currently being investigated for the detection of the presence of Mycoplasma. Investigative protocols are now being developed for the testing of DNA probes to detect pulmonary tuberculosis. The laboratory continues to be involved in multicenter evaluations of new antimicrobics. Aminocillin was tested in vitro singly and in combination with several other beta-lactam and antimicrobics against 750 clinical enteric bacteria. Similar studies are under way using a new floxquinolone, ofloxacin. The laboratory participated in several interdepartmental investigations involving the departments of Surgery, Internal Medicine and Dermatology.

Urology: Antibacterial activity of gentamicin on chronic cystitis when administered by direct bladder instillation. (Drs. Wang and McGuire)

Vascular and Internal Medicine: Treatment of established prosthetic vascular graft infection by antibiotics preferentially concentrated in leukocytes. (Drs. Wakefield and Schaberg)

Dermatology: The role of infection in psoriatic folliculitis. (Drs. Gupta and Rasmussen)

The above efforts have produced four papers and accepted manuscripts (A), and two abstracts (B).


"Treatment of established prosthetic vascular graft infection by antibiotics preferentially concentrated in leukocytes." Arch Surg (in press).

"The risk of environmental contamination during flow cytometric analysis of contaminated specimens." Cytometry (in press).


"Treatment of established prosthetic vascular graft infection by antibiotics preferentially concentrated in leukocytes." Abstracted for the 10th annual meeting of the Association of Veterans Administration Surgeons, May, 1986.
CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION:

MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS ATTENDED:

7. Spring SCACM - C. Young (4/86).

WORKSHOPS PRESENTED:

LOCAL AND NATIONAL:


PRESENTATIONS:

2. Shalis, P. "Data Management and Local Area Networks." 1986. ASM.

Kenneth D. McClatchey, M.D., D.D.S.
Director, Clinical Microbiology Laboratory
The second year of operation of the Flow Cytometry Laboratory as a hospital-based laboratory saw several changes in its operation. The overall sample load increased to 1026 from 988 specimens the previous year (an increase of 3.8 per cent). A midyear change in the protocol of the Transplantation Service drastically reduced the number of these specimens for flow cytometry (a reduction from 467 in the previous year to 372 in this year with only 70 specimens arriving in the last six months). This reduction was largely offset by offering tests for anti-platelet and anti-neutrophil antibodies by midyear.

Three new assays have been developed and introduced this year: serum anti-PMN antibodies, serum anti-platelet antibodies and platelet-bound antibodies. These were brought into the Clinical Laboratory with the assistance of Dr. Paul Robinson. A fourth test, the neutrophil oxidative burst assay is currently under development with the assistance of Dr. Robinson.

The shifting pattern of flow cytometry specimens led to renewed cost-containment efforts. Most notably, temporary staffing was substantially reduced by limiting the hours of laboratory operation and assigning on-call schedules to permanent employees.

Coverage and sign-out responsibilities of the laboratory by pathologists have also shifted. Dr. John Carey assumed the responsibility for a significant portion of the medical sign-outs. Dr. Lloyd Stoolman remains as Medical Director of the laboratory and Dr. Bertram Schnitzer shares the sign-out duties.

In summary, this has been a year of change for the Flow Cytometry Laboratory. An effort has been made to accommodate shifting demands upon the clinical service while maintaining fiscal stability. This has resulted in a more streamlined laboratory operation utilizing less temporary employment but retaining the ability to bring new tests on line when confronted with sufficient demand.

Primary and collaborative research activities continue to flourish in the following areas: cellular DNA analysis (J.P. McCoy and A. Flint), immunotoxicology (J.L. Hudson), phagocyte functional analysis (P. Robinson) and study of the cell-surface structures mediating the hematogenous dissemination of lymphoid malignancies (L. Stoolman). The grants and publications resulting from this work are listed under the individual faculty members and in an accompanying report covering the research service division of the Flow Cytometry Laboratory.

J. Philip McCoy, Jr., Ph.D.
Director,
Clinical Flow Cytometry Laboratory
LABORATORY DATA CENTER

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

I. Software and hardware enhancements for the Medlab System.
   A. Installation of an enhanced Blood Bank software module (V.2.2.1).
   B. Support for an additional Coulter S-Plus-4 interface for outpatient Hematology.
   C. Power Pack installation on both the Maize and Blue systems to enhance data throughput and allow a greater number of users to simultaneously access the systems.
   D. Installation of an additional 188 Mb drive on Maize in order to provide additional storage and to configure Maize and Blue identically to facilitate the activation process.
   E. Provision of an additional 30 ports were added to the two systems to accommodate additional peripheral devices.
   F. Increase in the number of terminals and printers within the clinical laboratories by 30%.

II. Activation of the AGH
   A. PDS personnel spent approximately 12-man months checking and correcting the operation of the communication systems in the new facility prior to the start of activation.
   B. The move of the computer facilities occurred with less-than-scheduled down time and with minimal disruption of service to the clinical laboratories; continuous laboratory computer support was provided in both the new and old locations during the transition period.

III. Installation of the VAX-785 with new software applications.
   A. Ingres (database manager).
      1. Inventory control.
      2. Anatomic Pathology specimen logging.
      3. Analysis of turnaround time for outpatient Hematology specimens.
   B. Office automation.
      1. Electronic mail.
      2. Word processing.
   C. Blood Bank history file.
   D. Initiation of the transfer of the clinical pathology database to the VAX system.

IV. Installation of the Local Area Network (LAN) on the broadband cable.
   A. Conversion of PDS computer systems to the LAN.
   B. Provision of access by physicians to the clinical laboratory database from the Taubman Health Care Center and the University Hospital physician dictation rooms.
   C. Provision of access to the LAN for Pathology faculty and staff and thus access to Merit Network services (e.g., BRS Saunders) via the Secondary Communications Processor within Pathology.
   D. Ongoing management of LAN access and security.
V. Microcomputers.
   A. Expansion of the number of microcomputers within Pathology from 60 to 100.
   B. Provided hardware support for all departmental microcomputers.
   C. Review and recommendation of software packages for use within the Department.
   D. Assisted the Office of Clinical Affairs in the procurement of five microcomputers which were placed in University Hospital and allowed access to the laboratory database; developed communication software to run on this equipment.

VI. Computer support for laboratory consolidation efforts within UM-Hospitals.

VII. Computer support for offsite clinical laboratories.
   A. Remote access (dial-in) to the clinical laboratory database.
   B. Expansion of remote transmission of results to include the Brighton Health Center and VAMC.

VIII. Implementation of a unified coding system for patient care units in the Taubman Health Care Center.

IX. Sponsorship of a continuing educational seminar on clinical laboratory computers at the Towsley Center for Continuing Medical Education.

X. Initial planning and system review to find replacement software packages for the Blood Bank, Microbiology, and Anatomic Pathology.

Bruce A. Friedman, M.D.
Director
Laboratory Data Center
PHLEBOTOMY TEAM

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
1 JULY 1984 - 30 JUNE 1985

Activities of the Phlebotomy Team for the academic year July 1984 - June 1985 consisted primarily of adding to the range of service offered to UMH inpatients and outpatients without any incremental personnel. Listed below is a list of new services offered during the year:

1. Added service for all pediatric patients ages 0-5 years except Hematology-Oncology patients in the Test Panel Blood Drawing Clinic; added service for newly admitted 6th level Mott Sports Medicine patients on Sunday afternoon (August 1984).
2. Added service for 4th level Women's Hospital adult patients for morning sweeps on weekends (October 1984).
3. Added service for all patients on the 4th and 5th levels of CPH on Tuesday and Thursday morning sweeps (February 1985).

Bruce A. Friedman, M.D.
Director
Phlebotomy Team
The Administrative and Financial Affairs Section, which is under the auspices of the Office of the Chairman and his designee, includes four subsections which are organized as follows:

A. Clinical and Anatomical Pathology Laboratories:
   1. Administrative Support Center:
      a. Thomas D. Morrow
      b. Anita Liberman-Lampear
      c. Nancy A. Coray
   2. Surgical Pathology Clerical Section
      a. Edith M. Gilchrist-Brayton
      b. June Possley

B. Clinical Faculty Offices:
   1. Laura D. Blythe

C. Office of Grants and Contract Administration:
   1. Maria A. Cee

D. Medical Service Plan; Billing Office and Fiscal Affairs:
   1. Douglas M. Kennedy
   2. Douglas Harris

The Administrative and Financial Affairs Section was reorganized in Fiscal Year 1986, because of the move of the Clinical Pathology and Anatomic Pathology Laboratories to the new University Hospital and relocation of several research laboratories to the new Medical Science Research Building.

CLINICAL AND ANATOMICAL PATHOLOGY LABORATORIES

1. Coordinated and directed the move of the Pathology Laboratories into the new hospital beginning in January 1986 with the move of the Laboratory Data Center. On Thursday 13 February 1986 through 23 February 1986 the remaining laboratories were moved.


3. Revised and updated the Unified Requisitions used in all Hospital Laboratories.

4. Completed the M-Labs brochure, and designed two advertisements to appear in the Michigan Medicine magazine and the Washtenaw Medical Society publication. Reorganizing both physician and non-physician staff to provide service to M-Labs Clients. Clients to date include: Central Michigan Community Hospital, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, and Cherry Hill Medical Center, Albion, Michigan and MDS Laboratories.

5. The accession numbering system used for Surgical Pathology specimens was changed, effective 1 January 1986 to allow more accurate routing of the specimens and reports.
6. Currently reviewing software packages for replacement of the Medlabs system currently used in the Laboratories of the Blood Bank, Microbiology and Surgical Pathology.

CLINICAL FACULTY OFFICES

1. Assisted with the move of the Faculty into their new offices in University Hospital.
2. Have begun cataloging the AGH Library with the intention of developing a database for use by the AGH and Medical Science I staff.
3. Established MSP sub-account to support faculty requirements.
4. Handled all problems associated with the Clinical Pathology Billing and primarily responsible for extramural billing of Clinical Pathology laboratory tests.

OFFICE OF GRANTS AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

1. Completed the implementation of SPONRES management program (a modified program of Lotus 1-2-3) for all research accounts.
2. Processed 52 grant and contract applications to 12 different funding agencies.
3. Established FlowCytometry research recharge rates and billed University and non-University users.
4. Implemented, using Lotus 1-2-3 software, a program to forecast expenditures of General Funds and Teaching and Administration Funds.
5. Coordinated and processed the acquisition of capital equipment for research laboratories in Medical Science I and MSRB I.
6. Coordinated the move of three research laboratories and faculty offices to the Medical Science Research Building I.

MEDICAL SERVICE PLAN; BILLING OFFICE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS

1. Initiated and implemented tape to tape claim requests and payment receipt with Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Medicare effective 1 February 1986.
2. Utilized I.D.S. Computer Billing System to automate and initiate correspondence and special account information.
4. Initiated the use of the Medical Service Plan Office Metropolitan Collection Bureau precollection service effective 1 July 1985.

GENERAL

1. Established, with the approval of the Office of the Dean and the Office of the Vice Provost, the Godfrey Dorr Stobbe Professorship. In addition to the professorship fund, the Godfrey J. Stobbe Fellowship fund has also been established.
2. The consolidation of the Special Limited Function Laboratories was completed. With the relocation to the new hospital effective 14 February 1986, many of the Special Limited Function Laboratories administered by the Department of Internal Medicine were consolidated into the Pathology Laboratories. Those laboratories that were consolidated were: Pediatric Bacteriology, Hematology, and Neurology; Urinary Catecholamine; Arthritis Clinical; Hematology/Oncology; Hyperlipidemia; Nuclear Medicine In-Vitro; Hypertension (Plasma Catecholamine) Nephrology Clinical; Endocrine Diagnostic. Plasma Catecholamine Laboratory. The consolidation of the Pediatric and Internal Medicine Special Limited Function Laboratories saved approximately $1,500,000 of direct operating expenses for University Hospital.

3. In preparation for a major renovation project in the Medical Science I Building (referred to as Phase 1) many faculty, staff, and laboratories, were relocated during the months of March through May 1986. The renovation project referred to as Phase IA was completed in May 1985.

4. Converted from the Michigan Bell Telephone System to the Centel Phone System in the new University Hospital and in Medical Science I-Pathology Building. Have experienced a number of minor problems with these new phones.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL DATA

A. Medical Service Plan

Average Number of Accounts Fiscal Year 1986 7227
Total Number of Charge Entries 43,738
Gross Billings $4,423,440
Net Collections $2,269,447

B. Grants and Contracts

40 Active grants and contracts (Government & Non-Government sponsored)

Direct Cost Expenditures $1,952,947
Indirect Cost Expenditures $513,990

TOTAL $2,466,937

C. Pathology Laboratories

Number of Fee Code Procedures 2,383,578
Number of Laboratory Test Results (Estimated) 7,150,734
Gross Revenue $45,488,716
Direct Expenses $16,228,277

Details regarding the financial data are available in the Office of the Chairman.

Eugene J. Napolitan
Departmental Administrator
RESIDENT TRAINING PROGRAM

THE DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
30 JUNE 1985 - 1 JULY 1986

The Residency Training Program, in the last year, recruited four excellent candidates:

1. Lynne V. Abruzzo, M.D., Ph.D., University of Chicago, Pritzker School of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois

2. David M. Graham, M.D., Wayne State University School of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan

3. David M. Grossman, M.D., University of Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan

4. Patricia L. Kandalaft, M.D., University of Missouri, Kansas City School of Medicine, Kansas City, Missouri

In addition, one resident has stayed on for fifth year training in cytology and surgical pathology.

Teaching objectives added last year in the form of "core" lectures in anatomic and clinical pathology continue to be refined. Grand round topics include both anatomic and clinical pathology with speakers from outside the University invited on occasion.

A new joint program with Beaumont Hospital, including experiences in hematology-pathology, cytogenetics, HLA typing, and coagulation is being implemented after a period of planning.

Kenneth D. McClatchey, M.D., D.D.S.
Director
Residency Training Program
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
ANNUAL REPORT
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

The final year of The University of Michigan Medical Technology Program began on June 16, 1986 with an enthusiastic class of 16 students. At this time all program staff members are still available to maintain the quality of the curriculum.

The Class of 1986, who will take national certification examinations in August, achieved the second highest mean score among all state medical technology programs sending students to participate in the Wayne State Comprehensive Examination given in May. This exam is a "practice" for national certification exams and constitutes part of a course grade for our students.

The Class of 1985 had 14 students who took the ASCP Board of Registry examination in August, 1985. Thirteen students passed, and the mean score (including the failing score) was 3% above the national mean.

One student chose not to take any exam, while two students took the exam given in February, 1986. One of these passed; the other did not report his score to the program.

Program staff members have been preparing for their futures in a variety of ways, including expansion of skills, active job-hunting, and working in other capacities for the Department of Pathology.

Unless any of the program faculty chooses to leave prior to the end of student laboratory courses in October, the program seems assured of continuity and the expected level of quality.

Sandra C. Gluck, M.S., MT(ASCP)CLS
Director
Medical Technology Program
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER
ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY
1 JULY 1985 - 30 JUNE 1986

INTRODUCTION:

The VA Medical Center Laboratory Service has a strong and close relationship with the University of Michigan Medical Center Department of Pathology. Pathology residents rotate through the VA in surgical and autopsy pathology, and there are frequent mutual consultation activities. Educational conferences and seminars given locally are attended by both staffs.

ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY:

A. Surgical Pathology: 4,383 cases have been completed and nearly all were processed by a resident closely supervised by a staff pathologist. This is 300 cases more than the previous year. The teaching activities are close and intense. The resident performs the frozen sections supervised by the staff pathologist. Each case is discussed in depth by the resident and one or more staff.

B. Autopsies: 119 autopsies were done. A rate of approximately 45% has been maintained. The autopsies are generally done by a resident with staff supervision and reviewed at a conference of all staff and assigned residents the following work day. The microscopic slides are reviewed by the resident with the staff.

C. Cytology: 2,850 cases have been reported. Most of these are sputums, urines and body fluids so the positive rate is high and correlation with surgical pathology is clear. Fine needle aspiration is used with increasing frequency. All of these activities are available for resident teaching on an ad hoc basis.

D. Electron Microscopy: Dr. Beals directs this section and makes an effort to discuss with the residents the use of electron microscopy in the every day practice of surgical and autopsy pathology. Both transmission and scanning microscopes are used and there is a high degree of correlation with other modalities including cytology. Hands on technical training is part of rotation for the resident.

CLINICAL PATHOLOGY:

Dr. Hyder directed clinical pathology and was very active in teaching residents. He specialized in hematopathology and read out bone marrows with the hematology-oncology fellows as well as pathology residents. Dr. Hyder resigned on May 15, 1986 and recruitment has begun for his replacement.
TEACHING:

Each staff member participates in teaching residents and medical students as needed. During the past year, Dr. Hyder gave a number of lectures on coagulation, Dr. Beals gave bi-weekly conferences at University of Michigan on clinical electron microscopy and Dr. Weatherbee lectured in the second year medical student class. Dr. Weatherbee and Dr. Beals each conducted a Journal Club. Dr. Burkholder taught one of the dental student laboratories.

RESEARCH:

Dr. Beals is involved in sponsored research as noted on his individual activity report. All staff members have participated with other investigators in a number of studies. Dr. Beals has been appointed to the VAMC Research Committee. Dr. Weatherbee will serve on the Human Studies Committee at the VAMC beginning 1 July 1986.

SUMMARY:

The close ties with the University of Michigan are of considerable value to the practice of high quality medicine at VAMC. Every attempt is made to assure that there are mutual benefits in all the areas discussed above. Our goal is to continually improve and strengthen the professional interchange that has been so well-grounded over the years. Recruitment for a staff pathologist is directed toward strengthening the academic and research qualities of the Laboratory as well as continuing the tradition of high level service activities.

Lee Weatherbee, M.D.
Chief, Laboratory Service
Ann Arbor VA Medical Center